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Abstract
Isogeometric analysis (IGA) is a computational analysis technique that can serve as an
alternative to the traditional finite element method (FEM) in approximating solutions to
differential equations. IGA is not necessarily more efficient that traditional FEM, but
because of its nature, can naturally handle a greater variety of complex geometries. IGA is
based on the use of NURBS (non-uniform rational B-splines), mathematical descriptions
of geometry which are the standard of representing geometry in computer aided design
(CAD) modeling software. IGA therefore links the CAD world to the world of analysis.
Traditional FEM was developed before NURBS, in the 1950s and therefore developed quite
separately.
This project focuses on the fundamentals and implementation of IGA for problems, in-
cluding one-dimensional, two-dimensional scalar, two-dimensional vector-valued and simple
non-linear problems. For each new problem, the underlying mathematics is developed and
the implementation is discussed in detail. One of the major contributions of this project
is considered to be the detail in which the implementation of the Neumann boundary con-
dition is described. There is none of this level of detail in any of the available literature.
All problems solved are demonstrative and was written in a modular way that is easy to
read and understand. Furthermore, how to extract NURBS data from CAD software is
discussed, which would prove useful for future problems with more complex geometry.
While the work done in this project is not considered novel, the thoroughness in which the
project was approached is hoped to be useful for future projects. From this project, the
work can be expanded to more complex geometries, multi-patch problems with the help of
CAD programs or more complex non-linear problems.
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Isogeometric analysis (IGA) is a computational analysis technique that can serve as an
alternative to the traditional finite element method (FEM) in approximating solutions to
differential equations. IGA is not necessarily more efficient than traditional FEM, but
by nature can naturally handle a larger variety of complex geometries. IGA is based on
NURBS (non-uniform rational B-splines); mathematical descriptions of geometry which are
the standard for representing geometry in computer aided design (CAD) modeling software
[1, p. 7]. IGA therefore links the CAD world to the world of analysis. NURBS are an
extension of Bézier curves, which were first introduced by Pierre Bézier, an engineer at
the car-manufacturing company, Renault, in the 1960s [2]. NURBS are an amalgamation
of rational B-splines and non-uniform B-splines, first used by Boeing in the 1980s [2].
Traditional FEM developed before NURBS, in the 1950s [3] and therefore developed quite
separately.
Hughes et al.[1] report that one of the most time consuming parts of finite element analysis
is the creation of analysis-suitable geometry and mesh generation (about 80% of the total
analysis time), which motivated them to find a more efficient way to integrate engineering
design and the analysis process. Isogeometric analysis was the result of their research [1].
While there are many academic papers on IGA, most focus on the underpinning math-
ematics or on results, but skip over the implementation process. [1] and [3] cover the
founding ideas of IGA and present the concept well, but brush over many of the implemen-
tation steps. [4] on the other hand, explains some of the implementation, but oversimplifies
the ideas, omitting many key features. It is therefore beneficial that [5] does a good job
at explaining the fundamentals and implementation of NURBS, which provides a solid
foundation for introducing IGA.
1
1.1. Scope and Limitations Introduction
For a newcomer to the field, a significant period of time may be required to understand the
concepts, understand the key features and develop the code. This dissertation aims to be
a comprehensive guide to the mathematics of IGA and NURBS and to bridge the gap in
literature, detailing the implementation of various IGA problems. Focus is placed on the
implementation and the results are briefly discussed. While the work in this dissertation
cannot be considered novel, it is hoped that it will be valuable to researchers wanting to
learn how to implement IGA. In order to aid the reader to learn IGA, where possible, the
relevant page numbers will be included next to references of supporting research.
The objectives of this dissertation are therefore to introduce the fundamentals of NURBS
along with how to implement the code to describe NURBS curves and surfaces, introduce
the fundamentals of IGA and how to implement it for various problems, encompassing
one-dimensional, two-dimensional scalar and vector-valued problems, including simple non-
linearity, and finally to discuss more complex geometries and how they can be obtained.
This is done by developing an in-house code that approximates various problems.
1.1 Scope and Limitations
The intention is that this dissertation serve as a comprehensive guide on how to implement
IGA for the approximations of solutions to various problems. The code is intended to be
easy to read and understand by someone with a background in finite element analysis. The
code has therefore not been optimized for speed or performance. MATLAB® is used for
this project for this reason. Because the problems that are solved are demonstrative and
quick to solve, the cost of running and computational efficiency was not important for this
project.
Where possible, a modular library of functions was created that can be used in various
applications. For example, the function that creates a NURBS shape, can be used to do
so in a one-, two- or three-dimensional physical domain. This also allows anyone wanting
to take this project further the opportunity to use these functions in their own code or to
improve the efficiency of the functions.
It was decided to perform NURBS constructions and IGA analysis only on curves and
surfaces and to omit solids. The steps to extend the NURBS and IGA to three-dimensional
solids is primarily a “book-keeping” exercise, but were omitted due to the time constraints.
2
1.2. Plan of Development Introduction
1.2 Plan of Development
This dissertation starts with the introduction of B-splines, from which NURBS descend.
These are then extended to a more complete description of NURBS in Chapter 2. Details
of NURBS usage, including representation of key elements of geometry and concepts of
refinement are introduced so that they are in place when NURBS are used in analysis.
This is followed by a section focusing on how to implement and apply NURBS curves and
surfaces, including how to represent certain key geometries with NURBS, such as circles.
In Chapters 3-6, the majority of the dissertation, focuses on isogeometric analysis (IGA).
The fundamentals of IGA are introduced with a one-dimensional Poisson equation, after
which a one-dimensional radial temperature problem is used to introduce specific fea-
tures. Thereafter, the same radial temperature problem is revisited using two-dimensional
NURBS, to introduce two-dimensional scalar problems. Additional features relating to
refinement and geometry are further discussed with application to a heat conduction prob-
lem. The geometry used represents a plate with a centrally located hole. The same geom-
etry is then used to approximate linear elastic deformation to introduce two-dimensional
vector-valued problems. Various features and complexities are highlighted in this problem.
Non-linear problems account for a significant proportion of computational analysis prob-
lems. This dissertation does not attempt to tackle these in depth, but simple geometric
non-linearity is considered to demonstrate how IGA can be extended to this type of prob-
lem. The final chapter of this dissertation introduces techniques to extract more complex
NURBS data from commercial software, such as Rhinoceros 3D.
Recommendations and conclusions are made in Chapter 8. Recommendations are made
as to how the current project can be improved, as well as ideas on how this project can
be taken further are outlined. The conclusion summarizes what was achieved with this
dissertation. In the appendices, the details of notations are explained, as well as sets of
sample code for various sections. There is also a digital portion to this project, which
includes all the code that has been developed and a readme file, IGA_readme outlines how
to access and use each code. A list of all available code is provided in the appendices. The






There are multiple ways to represent geometry such as curves, surfaces and solids. Describ-
ing this type of geometry is commonly done in a non-parametric method. For example, a
curve or surface on the xy-plane is represented by an equation: f(x, y) = 0, where f(x, y)
is the function describing the relationship between the variables, x and y. An example of
a curve in a two-dimensional domain, is a circle with unit radius about the origin, where
the function is described by:
f(x, y) = x2 + y2 − 1 . (2.1)
Geometry can also be represented in a parametric form. Parametric equations are equations
that describe points in a domain using an additional variable, called a parameter, t. Each
value of the parameter determines a point in the domain, depending on the parametric
equations [6]. A curve in the xy-plane can be described by
C(t) = (x(t), y(t)) a ≤ t ≤ b (2.2)




0 ≤ t ≤ π
2
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can be used to describe the same domain as seen in equation (2.1) of a circle with unit
radius about the origin.
A single parameter is used to describe a curve, two parameters to describe a surface and
three parameters to describe a solid. There are numerous advantages and disadvantages for
using either parametric and non-parametric forms. For different tasks, each form would be
differently suited. For example, the limits of a non-parametric curve need to be additionally
specified, whereas in the parametric form, it is naturally included. Conversely, it is difficult
to express an infinite curve parametrically. It is convenient to check whether a particular
point lies on a curve or surface by substituting the point into the given non-parametric
equation. With a parametric description, although easy to calculate a particular point, it
is difficult to check whether a certain point is on the curve. Refer to [5, Sec. 1.1] for more
information on how geometry can be expressed.
Purely parametric forms, non-parametric equations and by extension, polynomials (a type
of a non-parametric equation) have their particular benefits in certain applications, how-
ever, it is generally not intuitive as to how they will look by just looking at the equation
or parametric description. Drawing shapes is easy for a human, but apart from the most
basic shapes, defining the shape algebraically is not. For a geometry designer, a visual
approach is beneficial, as the geometry can be altered more naturally with the coefficients
and parameters more intuitively linked. There are several parametric forms that can de-
scribe complex geometry. This dissertation mainly uses NURBS (non-uniform rational
B-splines) to describe the geometry and can be understood more easily by first considering
non-rational B-splines, often referred to simply as B-splines. NURBS are a superset of B-
splines and can collapse to B-splines. Two other methods of functions are the power basis
and Bézier methods. Details of both the power basis and Bézier method can be found in
[5, p. 5].
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2.2 B-Splines
While NURBS are required for IGA, the concepts are most simply demonstrated using
B-splines. Both B-splines and NURBS represent a shape in the physical domain that has
been mapped from a region in the parametric domain using basis functions and control
points. The physical domain is the domain in the real world in which shapes are described.
In order to define a curve parametrically, linear combinations of overlapping basis functions





where each value Pi determines the contribution of a specific basis function Npi (ξ) to the
curve C(ξ) [4, p. 10], which can be called the control point. The values of Pi are collected
in a vector P and can be visualized in the same domain as C(ξ). When the control
points are connected together, they are referred to as a control polygon. The term control
polygon is used generically across all three dimensions, but is technically a control net for






Figure 2.1 Demonstrative B-spline curve and control points in physical
space
C(ξ) is the B-spline curve, corresponding to a vector in the parameter domain, ξ. The
vector in the parametric domain depends on which points are required to be projected
into the physical domain. The vector can be a single point, a uniformly spaced vector of
multiple points or non-uniformly spaced. The basis functions, Npi (ξ), are a function of the
6
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knot vector (Ξ), the required order (p), the basis function number (i) and the number of
basis functions across the domain (n).
The parametric domain is defined by the knot vector, Ξ. A knot vector is an ascending list
of values in the parametric domain of the form: Ξ = {ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, . . . , ξn+p+1} where n and
p are the same as above. If unique knot values are evenly spaced, the knot vector is said
to be uniform and conversely, non-uniform if unevenly spaced. An example of a uniform
knot vector is
Ξ = {0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 5} .
An element is defined as a knot span in the parametric domain; the difference between
two adjacent knot values. The number of times that a unique knot value is repeated, is
referred to as the multiplicity of a knot value, mi. For example, the knot vector above has
a multiplicity of three at the first and last knots and multiplicities of one at the interior
knot values. Furthermore, the vector above is said to be open if the start and end knots
have multiplicities of p + 1. This implies that the boundaries are discontinuous. If the
multiplicity was less than p + 1, the knot vector would be closed. Open knot vectors are
required for the imposition of boundary conditions in IGA. An open knot vector is therefore
always of length n + p + 1. This is an important feature to note when performing basis
function calculations. It can be useful to have the knot vector domain as [0, 1]. To convert
the above knot vector to a unit domain, simply divide each component by the largest value
in the knot vector. It will have no difference to the final solution. It is also possible to
shift the knot vector in the parametric domain with no effect to the final result [1, p. 60].











1, if ξi ≥ ξ > ξi+1
0, otherwise.
(2.5)
ξ is a value in the parametric domain that is mapped to the physical domain and ξi (with
subscripts) refers to individual entries in the knot vector, Ξ. During the recursive function,
if any of the rational fractions go to 0
0
, they are defined as zero. The order of a basis
function is denoted by using the superscript. There is no danger of confusion in this
notation, because the functions are never exponentiated.
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Np−1i+1 (ξ) . (2.6)
The first order derivatives are used to create the stiffness matrix in IGA. The algorithm
for higher order derivatives can be found in [1, p. 28], although higher order derivatives
were not used in this dissertation.
B-spline basis functions have the following properties:




i (ξ) = 1
2. Each basis function is non-negative over the domain: Npi (ξ) ≥ 0 for all i=1 : n.
3. They are linearly independent.
4. Each basis function has exactly one maximum on the interval.
5. If basis functions are of order p there will be p − mi continuous derivatives across
knots, ξi, if the multiplicity of the knot is mi.
6. If a control point Pi is changed, only the section of the curve related to the interval
ξ ∈ [ξi, ξi+p+1) is changed [5, p. 120].
If a control point Pi or weight wi is changed, only the section of the curve related to the
interval ξ ∈ [ξi, ξi+p+1) is changed [5, p. 120].
Figure 2.2 shows the basis functions for a particular knot vector. The knot vector is open
and the multiplicity of the interior knots are varied to illustrate the effect of increasing the
multiplicity. Where the multiplicity is less than p + 1, the basis functions are Cp−mi at
each knot value and are therefore interpolatory between control points.
8
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Figure 2.2 Fourth order (p = 4) basis functions for an open, non-uniform
knot vector Ξ = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5}. From [1, p.
23].
The control points P are revisited. P is a set of points in the physical domain that can
be used to describe a curve in one-, two- or three-dimensional domain. An example of
a three-dimensional curve is a helix. A surface can exist in a two- or three-dimensional
domain and a solid exists in a three-dimensional domains. In a one-dimensional physical
domain, each point in P will be a single value (x). In a two dimensional physical domain,
each point will be a point with two coordinates (x, y) and in a three-dimensional physical
domain it will be a point with three coordinates (x, y, z).
An example of a B-spline curve can be seen in Figure 2.3. Control points are indicated
by red circles and the interpolated lines between the circles make up the control polygon.
The curve is C1 continuous everywhere, except at the ends where there are repeated knot
values.
9
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Figure 2.3 B-spline curve with knot vector: Ξ = 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 5 and
order p = 2.
B-splines can also describe surfaces and solids. For a B-spline surface, there are two
parametric directions, ξ and η, with corresponding knot vectors Ξ and H . The order of
the basis functions in each direction, p and q, can be different. There are n basis functions
in the ξ direction and m basis functions in the η direction. The control points are stored
in a n×m two-dimensional array of points (2D or 3D points) and denoted by Pij.








j (η)Pij . (2.7)






Np,qi,j (ξ, η)Pij (2.8)
where




j (η) . (2.9)
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Similarly, a solid requires a three-dimensional parametric domain (ξ, η and ζ) with knot
vectors Ξ, H and Z and orders p, q and r. The governing equation for a solid is




















Np,q,ri,j,k (ξ, η, ζ)Pijk . (2.11)
In Figures 2.4b and 2.4a, the mapping between the parametric and physical domain can
be seen graphically. A series of parametric points are selected in the parametric domain,
that are then mapped as points on the NURBS surface in the physical domain, using the
basis functions and control polygon. In the parametric domain, the control polygon is
represented by a simple rectilinear grid. This is useful in isogeometric analysis.
(a) Control points in parametric domain (b) NURBS surface with control points in
physical domain
Figure 2.4 NURBS surface
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2.3 NURBS
Where B-splines fail to create conic shapes, such as circles, ellipsoids, paraboloids and
hyperboloids [4, p. 11], NURBS do not have this limitation. Non-uniform rational B-
splines (NURBS) are a superset of B-splines, as NURBS collapse to B-splines when the






is constructed in the same way to a non-rational B-spline curve, except that the basis
functions, Rpi (ξ), are different.












can be constructed using the B-spline basis functions, where wi is the weight which is
collected in a vector w. The properties of NURBS basis functions are the same as the
B-spline basis function properties listed on page 8.
NURBS are the projective transformation of B-splines [1]. This means that a larger range
of geometries can be created from the B-spline formulation by using the projective weights.
There is an associated weight to each control point that scales the control points. If P is a
vector of control points and w is a vector of the associated weights, the projected control
points can be described as
P wi = [Piwi, wi] (2.15)
where each component in the first columns are multiplied by the associated weight and the
last column contains the weight. More details on projective transformations may be found
in Appendix B.
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Npi (ξ)wi . (2.17)
NURBS surfaces and solids are constructed similarly to B-spline surfaces and solids. Using






Rp,qi,j (ξ, η)Pij (2.18)
where













and wij is the weight associated with the control point Pij. Note that wij refers to a
single weight, not a pair of weights. The i and j refer to the control point number in each
direction. Refer to Figure 2.5 for the matrix labeling convention used in this dissertation.
For example, the 11 entry in a matrix sits on the bottom left corner in the physical domain.
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Figure 2.5 Diagram showing control points and labeling, as a rectilinear
grid in the parametric domain.
By extension, a solid can be constructed with







Rp,q,ri,j,k (ξ, η, ζ)Pijk . (2.20)
Although modern CAD (computer aided design) software appear to use solid modeling,
many of these programs actually use surfaces with no interior to represent graphics[1].
Although the interior is not important in CAD, it has a significant influence in FEA where
it provides structural strength. This is an important concept to note for future work where
the geometry will be obtained directly from CAD programs. For this project however, only
surfaces will be considered.
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2.4 Refinement
Refinement of the spatial domain can be carried out in three distinct manners in isoge-
ometric analysis (IGA). Two are analogous to traditional FEM refinement and the other
is unique to IGA [3]. Refinement is performed in the spatial domain, but becomes useful
in IGA to capture more accurate results. So while the geometry requires minimal control
points to be described accurately, the field variable often requires a more refined mesh to
capture the solution field accurately. If the parametric space is refined (knot vector or
order), the control points in the physical domain also change.







where Cw(ξ) is a projected NURBS curve, using the weighted control points that are
described in equation (2.15). After refinement, the refined NURBS curve is identical to







where the n̄, p̄ andQ refer to the new refined parameters. The NURBS curves are identical.
To solve for the new refined curves for each of the refinements, this principle will hold. This
is different to traditional FEM, where the approximated geometry changes significantly
with refinement.
2.4.1 h-refinement
h-refinement refers to increasing the number of elements that describe the domain to im-
prove the accuracy of results. h-refinement in IGA works similarly to h-refinement in
traditional FEM. However, it is important to note that refinement in IGA occurs in the
parametric space, where the knot vectors are refined and not the control points directly.
Consequently, because knot values are added, the control points will change. The num-
ber of control points are a function of the knot vector length and the order of the basis
functions (n = length(Ξ) − p − 1). Therefore, because the number of control points are
directly proportional to the number of basis functions, increasing the number of elements
15
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results in an increase in the number of basis functions which allows for a more accurate
representation of the field solution being described.
h-refinement in IGA is essentially knot insertion. h-refinement can be performed locally
and globally. Local h-refinement refers to single knot insertions to refine one section of the
domain. Global h-refinement refers to multiple knot insertions across the whole domain. To
solve for the new control points, Qw, that are associated with the new knot vector, consider
the curve C(ξ) defined by the control points P wi . The knot vector can be modified and












This method, however, is computationally expensive and requires one to repeat the same
calculations multiple times and then solve a system of simultaneous equations. The only
control points being affected are the ones close to the new knot that is being inserted and
therefore this process can be made more efficient by only calculating those local control
points and not recalculating the entire set of control points. Thereby, the number of
calculations can be reduced. The algorithm is shown below, but for more detail on why








1, if i ≤ k − p
ξ̂ − ξi
ξi+p − ξi
, if k − p+ 1 ≤ i ≤ k
0, if i ≥ k + 1
(2.25)
ξ̂ is the new knot value to be inserted and k is the index after which the knot should be
inserted. In other words, ξ̂ will be inserted into Ξ between {ξk, ξk+1}. The new control
points, Qi will be the same if the new knot values lies out of the element span and in-
terpolatory if the knot is in the element span. This process must be repeated for each
knot that is inserted. Algorithms that allow for multiple concurrent knot insertions exist,
but for the sake of understanding the essence of knot refinement, single knot insertion was
implemented. See [5, p.162] for more information on simultaneous knot insertions. Knot
removal was not implemented, but additional information can be found in [5, p. 170].
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In this dissertation, global h-refinement is implemented by halving the elements at each
subsequent refinement level. This is done by inserting a knot between two element bound-
aries until all the elements are halved. This can be done for multiple levels. h-refinement
in this dissertation refers to global h-refinement unless stated otherwise.
Often, the level of refinement required to accurately describe the geometry and the level
of refinement required to describe the field parameter are different; however, because the
stiffness matrix and force vectors are generated from the basis functions of the geometry,
the levels of refinement must be the same. In other words, the mesh used to describe the
geometry will be refined to obtain accurate finite element results. After calculating the
solution field control points, the NURBS geometry can be described with either the refined
or unrefined control points.
In order to visualize the effect of global knot insertion on the control points and knot
vector, a parabola is represented using NURBS. Consider the function
f(x) = −2x2 + 2x x ∈ [0, 1]. (2.26)
This curve is described exactly with a single element NURBS curve of order p = 2 in
Figure 2.6. Figure 2.7 shows one level of refinement of the original mesh. This curve uses
two elements and four control points. The NURBS curve in Figure 2.8 is made up of
four elements and six control points, where the original mesh is refined twice. In terms
of describing a second order polynomial, this level of mesh refinement is not required, but
may be required to obtain the desired level of accuracy of the numerical approximations
of a given field variable in the isogeometric analysis.
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Figure 2.6 1D NURBS plot for y = −2x2 + 2x for no h-refinement
Figure 2.7 1D NURBS plot for y = −2x2 + 2x for one level of h-refinement
Figure 2.8 1D NURBS plot for y = −2x2 + 2x for two levels of h-refinement
In Figures 2.9-2.11, the basis functions corresponding to the graphs in Figures 2.6 to 2.8
are shown. Note the partition of unity of the basis functions across the domain. At each
element boundary at least one basis function reduces to zero and another one starts at zero
for the next element. A key feature of IGA is that the number of basis functions across
18
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the domain are the same as the number of control points as seen in the respective graphs
in Figures 2.6 to 2.8. Each control point is associated with a basis function.
Figure 2.9 1D NURBS basis functions with one element, p = 2,
Ξ = [0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1].
Figure 2.10 1D NURBS basis functions with two elements, p = 2,
Ξ = [0, 0, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 1, 1].
Figure 2.11 1D NURBS basis functions with four elements, p = 2,
Ξ = [0, 0, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1, 1].
A key feature is that non-zero basis function are Cp−1 continuous across element boundaries.
This is in contrast to traditional FEM basis functions that are C0 continuous across element
boundaries. The change of continuity across the boundaries is explained further in the p-
refinement section.
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2.4.2 p-refinement
p-refinement in IGA, also called order elevation [1] or degree elevation [5] is similar to
p-refinement in traditional finite element analysis, where the polynomial order of the basis
functions [1] is increased. In IGA, this is done by increasing each of the knot multiplicities
by one, although it is important to note that no new knot values are added, but rather
existing knot values are repeated. This ensures that the number of elements remains
constant. This leads to the new curve being identical to the original curve in a geometric












from which the new control points, Qw, can be calculated by solving a system of linear
equations made up of a set of collocation points (arbitrary points across the parametric
domain). This is not the most efficient way to solve for the new control points, but is the
simplest. The number of collocation points is equal to the number of new control points
(n̂). There are multiple other p-refinement algorithms that have been developed and are
listed in [5, p. 200]. This section also describes another mathematically simple algorithm
that can be found in [5, p. 201].
Figures 2.12 to 2.14 show the progression of p-refinement of a two element domain. It can
be seen that the curve remains identical, but the control points change, converging closer
and closer to the actual curve.
Figures 2.15 to 2.18 show the basis functions corresponding to the refined knot vectors and
elevated order p in Figures 2.12 to 2.14, including what a p = 1 basis function domain
with two elements looks like. In p-refinement, the total number of basis functions across
the domain is (r + 1)n− rp where r is the number of order elevations.
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Figure 2.12 1D NURBS plot for y = −2x2 + 2x with two elements, p = 2.
Figure 2.13 1D NURBS plot for y = −2x2 + 2x, under p-refinement p = 3.
Figure 2.14 1D NURBS plot for y = −2x2 + 2x, under p-refinement p = 4.
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Figure 2.15 1D NURBS basis functions with two elements, p = 1,
Ξ = [0, 0, 0.5, 1, 1].
Figure 2.16 1D NURBS basis functions with two elements, p = 2,
Ξ = [0, 0, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 1, 1].
Figure 2.17 1D NURBS basis functions with two elements, p = 3,
Ξ = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 1, 1, 1].
Figure 2.18 1D NURBS basis functions with two elements, p = 4,
Ξ = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1].
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Figure 2.16 shows the basis functions for a domain with two elements. Each basis function
is defined across the entire domain, but due to the Cox De-Boor formulation go to zero
for the elements where they are not relevant. The number of non-zero basis functions in
any given element is therefore always equal to p+ 1. This means that each calculation for
a point on a NURBS curve can call all functions, because those not needed, calculate to
be zero. Efficiency could be gained by only evaluating those needed; however, this is not
done in this dissertation. Note that at least one basis function goes to zero at the inner
element boundary. At the ends of the domain, all go to zero, except for one. A reduction
of the basis function order is detailed in [5, p.212], but was not implemented.
2.4.3 k-refinement
k-refinement is an order-elevation refinement and is often described as a mixture of p- and
h-refinement [4]. p-refinement involves increasing the order from p to p̄ to more accurately
capture the solution space, while simultaneously increasing the multiplicity of the knots.
This maintains the same level of continuity across the element boundaries. The number
of continuous derivatives across the element borders stays the same. h-refinement involves
increasing the number of elements in a domain to increase the resolution and thereby in-
creasing the accuracy of the solution space. This also maintains the same level of continuity
across the element boundary.
For ‘pure’ k-refinement, a one element domain is required. The element is first p-refined and
then h-refined. The domain now has Cp−1 continuity across the elements, as opposed to
C0 continuity with p-refinement. The number of continuous derivatives across the element
borders increase to p̄−1, from p−1 before refinement. This results in more continuous basis
functions and fewer basis functions with a higher order. This leads to increased efficiency,
because there are fewer basis functions to compute for each domain [1]. In p-refinement,
the total number of basis functions across the domain is (r+1)n−rp where r is the number
of order elevations. In k-refinement, the total number of basis functions across the domain
is only n+ r. This is significantly less than for p-refinement. Additionally, this number is
squared or cubed for 2D or 3D NURBS respectively.
k-refinement can also be performed on a domain that consists of more than one element,
but a different refinement algorithm will have to be implemented. As opposed to ‘pure’
k-refinement where p- and then h-refinement are performed, the new knot and order will
be defined, after which the new control points will be determined by creating a system of
linear equations with a set of collocation points. The governing equation is the same as
equation (2.27).
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Figures 2.19 to 2.21 shows k-refinement from p = 2 to p = 4. Note that there are fewer
control points than in Figures 2.12 to 2.14 for the same basis function order.
Figure 2.19 1D NURBS plot for y = −2x2 + 2x with two elements, p = 2.
Figure 2.20 1D NURBS plot for y = −2x2 + 2x, under k-refinement p = 3.
Figure 2.21 1D NURBS plot for y = −2x2 + 2x, under k-refinement p = 4.
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Figure 2.22 1D NURBS basis functions with two elements, p = 1,
Ξ = [0, 0, 0.5, 1, 1].
Figure 2.23 1D NURBS basis functions with two elements, p = 2,
Ξ = [0, 0, 0, 0.5, 1, 1, 1].
Figure 2.24 1D NURBS basis functions with two elements, p = 3,
Ξ = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0.5, 1, 1, 1, 1].
Figure 2.25 1D NURBS basis functions with two elements, p = 4,
Ξ = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.5, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1].
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Figures 2.22 to 2.25 show k-refinement of a two element domain with various order ele-
vations. The k-refined domain of Figures 2.22 to 2.25 has fewer basis functions than the
equivalently p-refined domain of Figures 2.15 to 2.18.
In order to compare p- and k-refinement, consider a single element discretization with basis
functions of order one, as in Figure 2.26. The domain is locally h-refined twice to give the
element domain in Figure 2.27.
Figure 2.26 Base case, Ξ = [0, 0, 1, 1], p = 1




, 1, 1], p = 1
This discretization is then p-refined and k-refined, with the results of each subsequent level
of refinement shown in Figure 2.28. The progression of p- and k-refinement on Figure 2.27
is shown in the left and right columns respectively. The multiplicity of the internal knot
values, as well as the end knot values increase in multiplicity for p-refinement, while only
the multiplicity of the end knot values increase for k-refinement. Note that p-refinement
creates elements that have C0 continuity while k-refinement creates elements that are Cp−1
continuous.
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Figure 2.28 p-refinement on the left and k-refinement on the right for a
three element domain
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2.4.4 Refinement in Two Dimensions
Refinement in a two-dimensional parametric space uses the same algorithms as in the one-
dimensional space. With h-refinement, refinement in each direction happens consecutively,
while refinement in each direction for p- and k-refinement can occur simultaneously. There
is therefore a h-refinement code for each direction and one of each type of order refinement.
Starting from the unrefined mesh in Figure 2.29, the mesh is then refined first in the
η-direction (or ξ-direction) and then refined in the other direction. Figure 2.30 shows
refinement in the η-direction. Figure 2.31 then shows the mesh in Figure 2.30 having
refinement applied in the ξ-direction as well. In this work, global h-refinement is performed
in both directions. For p- and k-refinement, it was chosen so that different orders of
refinement may be applied in different directions.
Figure 2.29 Control points of an unrefined two-dimensional NURBS
Surface.
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Figure 2.30 Control points of a two-dimensional surface, h-refined in the
η-direction only.
Figure 2.31 Control points of a two-dimensional surface, h-refined once in
each direction.
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2.5 NURBS Implementation and Examples
2.5.1 One Dimensional NURBS





and can exist in a one, two or three-dimensional domain. It uses univariate shape functions
as described in equation (2.13) and NURBS control points, P and weights, w. A NURBS
curve in two-dimensional physical domain is used as an example to demonstrate the one-
dimensional NURBS implementation.
2.5.1.1 One Dimensional Implementation
Arbitrary points and associated weights in a two-dimensional domain were chosen to illus-
trate the construction of a NURBS curve. The order of the basis functions was taken to be
p = 2 and a knot vector of Ξ = [0, 0, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 1, 1] was chosen. This means that
the number of basis functions across the domain is equal to n = length(Ξ) − p − 1 = 6.
Therefore, six control points in the two-dimensional domain are required. The control
points and associated weights were chosen to be
P = [(0, 0), (1, 3), (2, 3), (3, 1), (3.5, 3), (5, 4)]T (2.28)
w = [1, 0.3, 0.7, 0.5, 0.5, 1]T . (2.29)
Finally, the evenly spaced parametric vector which will be the points mapped from the
parametric to the physical domain is created. These points are what make up the points
on the NURBS curve and is defined to be ξvec which is of length ppoints. The NURBS
curve assembly procedure is shown in Algorithm 1 below.
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Algorithm 1 Procedure for constructing a NURBS curve
1: Initialize NURBS vector c_vec made of 1D, 2D or 3D points to length ppoints
2: Initialize count
3: for ipoints = 1 : ppoints do
4: Initialize c and W
5: for i=1:n do
6: Assemble W = W +Npi (ξ(ipoints))wi
7: end for
8: for i=1:n do
9: Assemble c = c+Npi (ξ(ipoints))wiPi
10: end for
11: Increment count
12: Assemble cvec(count, :) = c/W
13: end for
Note that Pi can be a two- or three-dimensional point or a single entry.
See Figure 2.32 for the generated NURBS curve.
Figure 2.32 Arbitrary two-dimensional NURBS curve.
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2.5.1.2 Circle
One of the biggest advantages of using NURBS is that it can draw conic sections, such
as circles, exactly and therefore it is appropriate to discuss how to construct the control
points of a circle. There is more than one way to construct a circle. For example, there is
a way to construct a circle using negative weights [1, p. 57], but the following method is
simple and easy to follow and has been adapted from [1, p. 57] by using arcs.
Arcs of angle less than 180°can be constructed with only one element and an order of p ≥ 2.
The knot vector if p = 2 will be Ξ = [0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1] which make the knot ends interpolatory
and therefore control points P1 and P3 are the arc start and end points with each of the
associated weights, w1 and w3 equal to one. The second control point, P2 is calculated by
taking the intersection point of the two lines that are tangent to the other two points. The
weight of that point can be calculated as the cosine of half the arc angle, w2 = cos(θ/2).




w1 = w3 = 1
w2 = cos(θ/2)
1
Figure 2.33 Diagram illustration how to build a circular arc, adapted from
Figure 2.34 in [1].
A quarter circle with unit radius can be created with control points P = [(0, 1), (1, 1), (1, 0)]T
with the associated weights w = [1, 1√
2
, 1]. Arcs with an inner angle of more than 180°can
be constructed using multiple arcs. To link the arcs together, the knot values associated
with each element boundary needs a multiplicity of p to allow the control point to repre-
sent the curve exactly at that point. A circle can be constructed out of multiple arcs. To
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construct a full circle, four quarter circle arcs are used and are joined by making the first
and last control points coincident. The control points and associated weights for a circle
would be


















The knot vector for p = 2 order basis functions would be Ξ = [0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4]
with double knot values on each element boundary. Figure 2.34 shows the NURBS circle
and associated control points.
Figure 2.34 Two-dimensional NURBS circle
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2.5.1.3 Helix
A helix is a curve in a three-dimensional domain. The x and y control point coordinates
can be constructed in a similar way as for a circle space, adding additional rotations as
necessary. The z control point coordinates can be varied, as the helix increases in height.
For a circle by a constant offset, running from a height of zero to one, the control points
are
P = [(1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0.125), (0, 1, 0.25), (−1, 1, 0.375), (−1, 0, 0.5),














, 1]T . (2.33)
The helix with control points shown above, can be described as seen in Figure 2.35.
Figure 2.35 Three-dimensional NURBS helix
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2.5.1.4 Polynomial
An important outcome of this work is creating a B-spline curve from a given polynomial.
This technique makes it possible to construct more curves exactly and is used to implement
inhomogeneous boundary conditions. The relevant control points are found using known
solution points from the polynomial and solving a set of simultaneous equations. Using
the mapping equation (2.3) as a function of random collocation points, ξ′, to calculate the
basis function matrix, N (ξ′) and the known points on the polynomial C(ξ′), the control
points, P can be computed by
N (ξ′)IJPJ = C(ξ
′)I (2.34)
where










































 I, J = 1 to n. (2.35)
C(ξ′) are the curve values at each point in ξ′, while ξ′i are the components of ξ′. In this
dissertation, ξ′ was chosen to be
ξ′ =
Ξp+1 : end−p+1 + Ξp : end−p
2
, (2.36)
so that the number of sample points equal the number of control points required
(length(Ξ)− p− 1). This method only works for B-splines and therefore if a NURBS code
is used, the weights should all be the same value, for example,
wJ = 1 for J = 1, 2, . . . , n. (2.37)
2.5.2 Two Dimensional NURBS surfaces
A NURBS surface is created with equation (2.18) using two parameters. The process is
very similar to a NURBS curve (one-dimensional NURBS), with the difference being that
the shape function at each associated control point is a bivariate shape function and is the
product of the two univariate shape functions in each direction. A NURBS surface can
be described in the two- or three-dimensional physical domain. The creation of NURBS
surfaces is demonstrated with two constructions. The first considers the construction of
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one quarter of an annulus while the other considers the construction of a quarter of a
plate with a centrally located hole. This example contains important features of NURBS







Figure 2.36 Annular plate
A quarter of an annulus with an outer radius of 8 and an inner radius of 4. The ξ-direction
of the parametric domain is chosen to be along the circumference, while the η-direction
is radially outward. The control points associated with the circumferential direction is
constructed as per Section 2.5.1.2. Because the geometry in the circumferential direction
is circular, the minimum order of the basis functions required is two, p = 2. Therefore
three control points are required to draw the arcs as only one element is required in the
ξ-direction. Control points of the inner edge are (−4, 0), (−4, 4) and (0, 4) with associated
weights of 1, 1√
2
and 1 respectively. The outer radius can be defined using control points
(−8, 0), (−8, 8) and (0, 8) with associated weights of 1, 1√
2
and 1 respectively. The geometry
in the radial direction has very few features and runs straight outwards. This means that
the control points in the radial direction can be evenly spaced from the inner to the outer
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boundary. Because there are no features in the radial direction, the minimum order that
is required in the radial direction is only one, p = 1 and because again, only one element
is required to describe the geometry accurately, only two control points are required which
are already included by defining the circumferential control points. The control point and
associated NURBS weights arrays are therefore defined as
P =
 (−4, 0) (−8, 0)(−4, 4) (−8, 8)









The number of control points in the ξ-direction is n = 3 and in the η-direction is m = 2.
Because only one element in each direction is required to represent this geometry exactly,
the knot vectors in each respective direction are Ξ = [0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1] and H = [0, 0, 1, 1].
Finally, two evenly spaced parametric vectors in each direction are used to describe the
NURBS surface namely ξvec and ηvec which are each of length ppointsN and ppointsM
respectively. The following algorithm is used to describe the NURBS surface.
The NURBS surface and respective control points can be seen in Figure 2.37.
Figure 2.37 Quarter Annulus
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Algorithm 2 Procedure for constructing a NURBS surface
1: Initialize NURBS vector c_vec of 2D points to length ppointsN × ppointsM
2: Initialize count
3: for jpoints = 1 : ppointsM do
4: for ipoints = 1 : ppointsN do
5: Initialize c and W
6: for j=1:m do
7: for i=1:n do





11: for j=1:m do
12: for i=1:n do






17: Assemble cvec(count, :) = c/W
18: end for
19: end for
Note that Pij can be a two- or three-dimensional point and is not just a single entry. Hint:
it can be easier to convert P into a vector of points to make it easier to handle.
2.5.2.2 Quarter plate with a centrally located hole
The quarter plate with a centrally located hole is a unexpectedly complex geometry to
construct as the two directions in the parametric domain (ξ̂, η̂) do not correspond directly
to the directions of the physical domain ( #»x , #»y ). Each edge of the mesh in the parametric
domain does not necessarily correspond to a single edge in the physical domain. Figure
2.38 shows the NURBS shape in the physical domain, with dimensions a = 1 and b = 4 as
well as the corresponding parametric directions as projected into the physical domain.
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Figure 2.38 Quarter plate with hole NURBS surface
The control points domain can be described as
P =
 (−1, 0) (−2.5, 0) (−4, 0)(−1,√2− 1) (−2.5, 0.75) (−4, 4)
(1−
√
2, 1) (−0.75, 2.5) (−4, 4)
(0, 1) (0, 2.5) (0, 4)
 (2.40)
w =






where the first column represents the arc of the hole, the final column the left and top
edges with a corner in the middle and the middle column the area between the arc and
the corner. Alternatively, the first row represents the bottom edge in the physical domain
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and the last row represents the right edge of the domain. Control points P23 and P33
are coincident. These control points define the top-left corner of the domain. This is to
capture the right-angled corner of the domain, but this double control point feature cannot
be captured accurately in k-refinement. Both h- and p-refinement are able to retain this
feature. Points on the NURBS surface are created using Algorithm 2 and is plotted below
in Figure 2.39 along with its control points.
Figure 2.39 Plate with hole NURBS surface with control polygon
Figure 2.40 shows the result of k-refinement in order to see the effect of order refinement
on a domain with a repeated control point. The mesh below is order refined to have p = 3
and q = 3. This leads to the conclusion that k-refinement cannot be used in all cases and
does not work for the case of coincident points.
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Figure 2.40 Plate with centrally located hole, after k-refinement to p, q = 3.
2.5.2.3 Surface in a Three-dimensional domain
The final example of NURBS in this project is a surface in a three-dimensional physical
domain. Figure 2.41 shows the mapping of equispaced parameter values onto the physical
domain. The control points are also shown and labeled. The knot vectors and control
points for a toroidal surface, adapted from [3, p. 4187] are
Ξ = [0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4] (2.42)
H = [0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4] (2.43)
with p = 2 and q = 2 and
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P =
(5,0,-1) (6,0,-1) (6,0,0) (6,0,1) (5,0,1) (4,0,1) (4,0,0) (4,0,-1) (5,0,-1)
(5,5,-1) (6,6,-1) (6,6,0) (6,6,1) (5,5,1) (4,4,1) (4,4,0) (4,4,-1) (5,5,-1)
(0,5,-1) (0,6,-1) (0,6,0) (0,6,1) (0,5,1) (0,4,1) (0,4,0) (0,4,-1) (0,5,-1)
(-5,5,-1) (-6,6,-1) (-6,6,0) (-6,6,1) (-5,5,1) (-4,4,1) (-4,4,0) (-4,4,-1) (-5,5,-1)
(-5,0,-1) (-6,0,-1) (-6,0,0) (-6,0,1) (-5,0,1) (-4,0,1) (-4,0,0) (-4,0,-1) (-5,0,-1)
(-5,-5,-1) (-6,-6,-1) (-6,-6,0) (-6,-6,1) (-5,-5,1) (-4,-4,1) (-4,-4,0) (-4,-4,-1) (-5,-5,-1)
(0,-5,-1) (0,-6,-1) (0,-6,0) (0,-6,1) (0,-5,1) (0,-4,1) (0,-4,0) (0,-4,-1) (0,-5,-1)
(5,-5,-1) (6,-6,-1) (6,-6,0) (6,-6,1) (5,-5,1) (4,-4,1) (4,-4,0) (4,-4,-1) (5,-5,-1)



































































































Isogeometric analysis (IGA) is a finite element analysis technique that uses the same basis
functions for the unknown variables as those used to describe the geometry. The idea of
using the same basis functions for both the geometry and the analysis, called the isopara-
metric concept is not a new concept in finite element analysis, but the key of IGA is that
it can represent geometries exactly, as well as approximate the solution field [1, 4]. Tra-
ditional finite element methods (FEM) also commonly use the isoparametric concept for
both, however, the meshing procedure renders complex geometries in a faceted manner
and not always exactly. The NURBS geometry is the mesh and therefore there is no need
to do any additional meshing of the domain. The benefits of IGA can be seen in modeling
fillet and hole radii. With IGA, these features are always modeled exactly and therefore
the exact stress concentration will be reached with convergence. With traditional FEM,
it is difficult to capture sharp fillets and hole radii and it results in either a mesh that
needs to be so highly refined that it is difficult to work with or the fillet or hole radii are
removed which results in inaccurate stress distributions. IGA allows for these features to
be captured [1, p. 53]. A one-dimensional IGA problem will be approximated in order to
demonstrate the IGA procedure in a step by step manner.





The field distribution is then approximated using a NURBS curve, u(x), that shares the
knot vector and basis functions with the geometry NURBS curve:
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Rpi (ξ)di , (3.1)
where u(x) is the solution field as a function of the physical position, Rpi (ξ) are the shape
functions, d is the set of control points for the solution field, compared to P being the
set of control points for the geometry field. x, P and d are vectors of individual values
and are written in bold. Although the curve is a one-dimensional NURBS curve, the curve
could be in one-, two- or three-dimensional physical space and one point can consist of
more than one coordinate. A single point of xi, Pi or di, is therefore always written in
bold.
The approach to obtaining the field solution control points, d, from the differential equa-
tion, using the IGA technique, is detailed in Sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.4, after which the imple-
mentation of the procedure will be described in Section 3.1.5.
3.1 One-dimensional IGA Solution Procedure
A one-dimensional Poisson’s problem will be approximated in order to demonstrate the IGA
procedure. This is the same problem treated in [4, p. 18]. The problem is defined using a
strong form equation with appropriate boundary conditions. The governing equations are
then converted into the weak form, after which the functions are approximated with shape
functions. The combination of the weak form and the approximation functions allows the
problem to be represented as a set of discrete linear equations, that can then be solved
numerically [7].
3.1.1 Strong Form
The one-dimensional Poisson equation,
d2u(x)
dx2
+ b(x) = 0 , (3.2)
which in this case will be defined over the domain x ∈ [0, 1], where for convenience the
source term is chosen as
b(x) = x . (3.3)
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The boundary conditions for this problem are both homogeneous Dirichlet boundary (ΓD)
conditions; that is,
u(0) = 0 (3.4)
u(1) = 0 (3.5)









The strong form is now converted into the weak form. Each component of the differential
equation is multiplied by a weighting function and integrated across the relevant domain.
The weighting function, ν(x), is an arbitrary function with the property that ν = 0 for
all Dirichlet boundary conditions. The weighting function is arbitrary to ensure that the
strong form is equivalent to the weak form [7, p. 48]. u(x) is referred to as the trial solution,
which is the set of admissible functions that describe the solution. In this case, the physical
domain is one-dimensional and therefore x is written in standard weight script. The same
holds for the solution field control points. di will be written as di, while d still represents









dx = 0 ∀ν. (3.7)













ν(x)b(x)dx = 0 ∀ν. (3.8)
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In order for the integrals in equation (3.9) to make sense it suffices to require that the
functions u(x) and ν(x), as well as their first derivatives, are square integrable. Further-
more, the solution and the arbitrary test functions are assumed to satisfy the homogeneous
boundary conditions. The space of functions satisfying these conditions is denoted by V0:
that is,






[ν ′(x)]2 dx <∞, ν(ΓD) = 0} . (3.10)
Although the boundary condition in (3.9) can be removed for this example, it will be
retained for illustrative purposes. We are therefore left with the weak problem of finding













ν(x)b(x)dx ∀ν ∈ V0 . (3.11)
3.1.3 Galerkin Method
There are multiple different numerical methods that can be used in isogeometric analysis.
The Galerkin method will be used in this work, which is a finite-dimensional approximation
method where the trial and the weighting spaces are the same. Other numerical methods
include the Collocation, Least-Squares FEM and Meshless methods which are described
in detail in [1, p. 72]. The weak form can be represented with approximation functions






















where v is the vector of weighting points that describe the weighting function. These
equations are substituted into the weak form to give
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∀ν with ν(0) = 0, ν(1) = 0.
In order to represent the approximation in equation (3.16) as a system of linear equations,
shape function arrays and control points are introduced so that the approximation may be
solved numerically. The shape functions and shape function derivatives can be written in
arrays as










where both R and B are row vectors of length p + 1 for i ∈ [1 : n] which contain the
relevant shape functions of that element. In this case, i is the first shape function number
associated with the relevant element or domain. More detail on shape function selection
will follow in Section 3.1.5. By defining these arrays, the approximations (3.12-3.14) are
written as
u(x) = Rd (3.18)






= Bv = vTBT . (3.21)











vTRT b(x)dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
f
. (3.22)
vT is arbitrary and thus
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RT b(x)dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
f
. (3.23)
Equation (3.23) is written in the Bubnov-Galerkin form, where K is usually referred to as
the stiffness matrix and f as the force vector in accordance to many other FEM conventions.
While the terms stiffness matrix and force vector only strictly apply to certain categories of
problems, they will be used throughout this work for simplicity and clarity. For example,
with a heat problem, the K should be referred to as the conductance matrix. Finally, d is
the vector of control points that define the solution field, that is found from the constructed
system of linear equations Kd = f .
Both IGA and traditional FEM techniques for linear problems result in a system of linear
equations in the formKd = f . The difference is while d in traditional FEM are the actual
nodal degrees of freedom in the solution field, d in IGA are the control points of a NURBS
curve that approximates the solution field.
Because this problem does not contain any Neumann boundary conditions and ν = 0 at
both ends, the Neumann term is now excluded. Implementation of Neumann boundary








RT b(x)dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
f
. (3.24)
In order to solve the integrals computationally, Gauss-Legendre quadrature (or simply
Gauss quadrature) is used [4]. An element of order p requires p+1 point Gauss quadrature if
exact integration is required [4, p. 17]. There are multiple other integration approximation
techniques, but because IGA has rectilinear elements in the parametric domain by default,
it lends itself well to Gauss quadrature and will be used in this dissertation. There is more
than one domain transformation to get from the physical domain to the isoparametric
domain where the Gaussian quadrature occurs and therefore all transformations need to
be discussed in depth before equation (3.24) can be implemented.
3.1.4 Domain Transformation
The transformations between the different domains are best described with a two-dimensional
space, where ξ is the parameter in the first direction, η is the parameter that describes the
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second direction in the parametric domain. Similarly, the isoparametric domain is defined
by ξ̄ and η̄. The diagram below illustrates the domains that are used in IGA. Integra-
tion via Gaussian quadrature occurs in the isoparametric domain. The Gauss points are
mapped into the parametric domain in which analysis occurs and elements are defined and
finally the control points are used to map the solution to the physical domain.
Figure 3.1 Illustration of domains used for integration in analysis. Gauss
quadrature is performed in the isoparametric domain which is mapped to
each of the elements defined in the parametric domain and finally to the
physical domain.
The parametric domain is discretized into elements defined by the knot vectors, Ξ and
H . This allows equation (3.24) to be assembled element wise, where Gaussian quadrature
occurs for each element. The system is comprised of a series of elemental stiffness matrix
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and force vector contributions that are assembled into global stiffness matrix and force
vector respectively. The transformation of a general function, f(x, y) from the physical



















f(x(ξ̄), y(η̄))|Jξ||Jξ̄|dΩ̄e . (3.25)
The scaling and transformation between the domains is done with a series of Jacobians:
the isoparametric Jacobian, Jξ̄, and the parametric Jacobian, Jξ.
The transformation of points in the isoparametric domain (ξ̄, η̄) to the parametric domain








[(ηj+1 − ηj)η̄ + (ηj+1 + ηj)] . (3.26)
Here ξ̄ and η̄ are points (typically quadrature points) in the isoparametric domain and
[ξi, ξi+1] × [ηj, ηj+1] is the element domain. These equations are typically used during
numerical integration for equation (3.24). The determinant of the isoparametric Jacobian




(ξi+1 − ξi)(ηj+1 − ηj) (3.27)
where the subscript ξ̄ represents (ξ̄) in the one-dimensional NURBS case, (ξ̄, η̄) in the
two-dimensional NURBS case and so forth.
The parametric Jacobian of the transformation between the parametric domain and the







Each component in the parametric Jacobian is calculated from the parametric domain,
using the control points. By expressing x as a function of ξ, using equation (2.12), it is
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possible to determine the entries of Jξ from the elemental control points and non-zero basis








where I, J are the I th and J th components on the physical, x, and parametric, ξ domains
respectively. For a two-dimensional NURBS surface in a two-dimensional physical domain,
both I and J run from 1:2. Again, bold x represents (x) in a one-dimensional domain and
(x, y) in a two-dimensional domain, etc. Similarly, ξ represents (ξ) in a one-dimensional
parametric domain and (ξ, η) in a two-dimensional parametric domain. PiI refers to the
I th component of the ith control point.
The next step is to implement the isogeometric process in a MATLAB® code.
3.1.5 One-dimensional IGA Implementation
This section describes the code for the Poisson problem outlined in Section 3.1.1 to guide
the user through a MATLAB® implementation. The IGA work flow process is very similar
to the assembly and solving methods used in solving traditional FEM problems. Figure 3.2
shows an overview of the assembly and solving process for a one-dimensional IGA problem.
The corresponding MATLAB® code is available as part of the digital submission of this
dissertation. Variables from the digital submission of this code that are included in this
dissertation, are written in teletype font.
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K = 0 and F = 0
Loop through
elements







to Ke and F e
Assemble Ke into
K and F e in F




1Figure 3.2 Flow chart of a Galerkin one-dimensional isogeometric analysis
process
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The solution of a one-dimensional IGA problem can be broken up into four main stages
[7]:
1. Preprocessing, where problem and NURBS variables are defined.
2. Assembling the discrete system of equations Kd = f .
3. Solving the system of equations.
4. Postprocessing, where the solution is displayed, additional information is calculated
and the NURBSs are described.
The initial setup of the code includes defining what type of refinement is required, setting
the problem specific specifications such as the source term and exact solution, defining
the NURBS geometry of the problem and how many points are required to plot the final
results. The domain is then refined to allow for improved accuracy in the final result. The
boundary conditions are defined after refinement. Algorithm 3 lists the steps required in
the preprocessing procedure.
Algorithm 3 Preprocessing procedure for one-dimensional IGA
1: Set refinementlevel of h-refinement
2: Set p_target to select a target order if order refining
3: Set refinementType to select an order refinement
4: Set Problem boundaries
5: Set NURBS variables: p, Ξ, P and w
6: Set number of plotting points, ppoints
7: Create parametric vector of points, xi_vec
8: Select Gauss quadrature order
9: Perform refinement
10: Update number of elements, el_num
11: Set Dirichlet node numbers, n_E
12: Set Dirichlet node values, d_E
13: Set Free node numbers, n_F
h-refinement is defined by how many times each element is halved (refinementlevel). p-
and k-refinement are set by setting an order target (p_target) and which type of order
refinement is preferred (refinementType).
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The boundary conditions are defined by grouping the Dirichlet essential and remaining
free degrees of freedom (DOFs) into vectors n_E and n_F respectively. The degree of
freedom values, used to impose the Dirichlet boundary conditions, associated with the
DOF numbers in n_E are stored in vector d_E. When homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions are used, the actual values are used for the control points. If the Dirichlet
boundary conditions are inhomogeneous, the control point values need to be calculated
with a method such as that detailed in Section 2.5.1.4. There are no Neumann boundary
conditions in this problem. The DOF numbering convention in the one-dimensional scalar
case is equal to the associated control point numbers. The connectivity array (asm) defines
which elements interact with each other and which nodes contribute to which element. In
the case of a one-dimensional problem, it is simply the adjacent elements, which is equal
to the element number plus the order, p. The connectivity array also determines which
shape function numbers are used in an element. Although elements are defined by the knot
vector, it can be useful to consider the span of the basis functions associated with each
element. Each element is associated with p+ 1 control points. For example, as can be seen
in Figure 3.3 below, if a domain consists of six elements and the order, p = 2, then there
will be eight control points. The first three control points will be associated to the first
elements. The second to fourth control points are associated with the second element and
so forth. Two-dimensional connectivity arrays will be dealt with in Section 4.1.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th
Element 1 Element 2 Element 3 Element 4 Element 5 Element 6
Knot value
Control pointElemental span of
basis functions
Figure 3.3 Diagram showing the relationship between control points and
elements.
Assembly of the global stiffness matrix and force vectors occurs in the main section of
the code. This procedure is outlined in Algorithm 4. It starts by initializing the stiffness
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and force arrays. The elemental loop is then started, running through all the elements
in the domain. Each time the elemental loop is traversed, the elemental stiffness and
force contributions are added to the global stiffness matrix and force vector. Note that
an element is defined as the non-zero knot span between two knot values. However, in
calculating the elemental contributions to the stiffness matrix and force vector, the zero
knot spans are also included and therefore the number of elemental loops required are
el_total=n-p. The connectivity array (asm) selects the control points associated with the
relevant element (x) as well as determines the size of the shape function array (p+ 1).
The elemental stiffness matrix and force vector contributions are then initialized as well
as setting i, which is the counter that determines which knot span is being worked with. i
corresponds to the i seen in equations (2.13) and (3.26).
Next, the Gauss loop is started, running for the number of Gauss points chosen. In each
Gauss loop, the contributions are added to the elemental stiffness matrix and force vector.
This is done by mapping the Gauss points from the isoparametric domain to the parametric
domain, using equation (3.26).
The shape function array, R and the derivative of the shape function array, R,ξ, which
are associated with particular Gauss points in the parametric domain, are then computed,
using the shape function are associated with particular elements as seen in Figure 3.3.
In each element, there are Gauss points that are mapped from the isoparametric domain
using equations (3.26) into the parametric domain and are used to calculate the required
shape functions associated with that element. For example, using Figure 3.3, if the second
element is being considered, the Gauss points would be mapped into the parametric domain
in the range of the element and the associated shape function numbers would be 2, 3 and 4
for a p = 2 element. The same numbers are used for the derivative of the shape functions.










where el is the element number which is currently being chosen.
The parametric Jacobian, Jξ, scales the parametric domain to the physical domain using
equation (3.28). The isoparametric Jacobian, Jξ̄, that scales the isoparametric domain
to the parametric domain is calculated from equation (3.27). The parametric Jacobian,
together with the derivative of the shape function array is used to calculate the derivative
shape function array, B, which is of the form
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Finally, before the elemental stiffness matrix and force vector can be calculated, the Gauss
point needs to be mapped to the physical domain, because the source term, b(x) is a
function of the physical domain, x. Equation (2.12) is used to calculate the Gauss point on
the NURBS curve in the physical space. The elemental stiffness matrix and force vector
are assembled into their respective global arrays.
Algorithm 4 shows the global assembly procedure of the stiffness matrix and force vector
for a one-dimensional problem. The algorithm is based off p = 2 order basis functions.
Note that the shape function numbers in line 9 and 10 are illustrative and show the first
element shape functions only. The shape function numbers associated with each element
would be el to el+p.
Algorithm 4 Procedure for evaluating stiffness matrix and force vector
1: Initialize K and f
2: for el=1:el_total do
3: Initialize Ke and f e
4: Define elemental connectivity array, asm=el:el+p
5: Select elemental control points, x=P(asm)
6: Set i to select element domains, i = el+p
7: for gp = 1 : #GaussPoints do
8: Calculate parametric coordinate, using equation (3.26)










11: . Note in lines 9 and 10, R and Rξ would have p+1 entries.
12: Compute parametric Jacobian, Jξ = ||Rξx||
13: Compute isoparametric Jacobian, Jξ̄ = 12(ξi+1 − ξi)
14: Compute derivative shape function array, B = Rx = J−1ξ R
T
ξ
15: Compute ξ̄ in physical domain, xsource
16: Compute Ke, Ke = Ke + JξJξ̄wgpB
T × B
17: Compute f e, f e = f e + JξJξ̄wgpb(xsource)× RT
18: end for
19: Assemble Kasm asm = Kasm asm +Ke
20: Assemble fasm = fasm + f e
21: end for
Note: wgp is the Gauss point weight, not the NURBS weight.
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Now that K and f have been obtained, the Dirichlet boundary conditions can be applied
and d can be solved for. Because the multiplicities of the knot vector start and end vector
is mi = p + 1, the knot vector is considered to be open. This means that the domain
boundaries are discontinuous. It also means that there is only one basis function that is of
unity and therefore boundary conditions can be applied exactly through the corresponding
Dirichlet control points. This is an important feature in isogeometric analysis. There are
numerous ways in which boundary conditions can be imposed, but in this dissertation the
partition method is used. This is done by creating a system of linear equations and parti-
tioning the equations by selecting the components associated with the essential (Dirichlet)
DOFs and the free DOFs, using vectors n_E and n_F respectively. The system of linear
equations is then reordered such that the DOFs are grouped as dE and dF , as well as




















dE and dF are then assembled into d to give the control points for the field solution.
In the post-processing stage, the field solution and geometry NURBS curves are con-
structed, using the control points and definitions (2.12) and (3.1). They can then be
plotted on a graph to compare against the exact solution. Care should be taken to plot
the field solution against the NURBS curve in the physical domain and not the parametric
vector. Although both vectors might have the same domain range, the internal part of the
domain can be warped and plotting the field solution against the parametric domain might
portray inaccurate results.
3.1.6 Results
Figure 3.4 shows an unrefined two-element mesh with the shape function order p=2. The
IGA solution, represented by the thin blue line is slightly off the exact solution (dashed
thicker black line). The mesh is then globally h-refined once so that there are four elements
in the domain and the result is shown in Figure 3.5. It can be seen that the IGA solution
approximates the exact solution much more closely. Next, order refinement is illustrated.
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k-refinement of the original two element domain is performed to increase the shape function
order to three. Again, the IGA solution matches the exact solution closely with minimal
refinement, where the domain is still only comprised of two elements.
Figure 3.4 Solution to equation (3.2) with two elements.
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Figure 3.5 Solution to equation (3.2), h-refined to four elements.
Figure 3.6 Solution to equation (3.2), k-refined to have an order of three
and two elements.
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Figure 3.7 below shows the L2 error graphs for each refinement type. The L2 error was









where uex(x) is the exact solution and uh(x) is the IGA solution.
The first graph in Figure 3.7 shows the L2 error convergence rate for global h-refinement
on a log scale. From the graph it can be seen that the gradient is linear, which indicates
that it is still busy converging. For both p- and k-refinement, the L2 error converges after
order refinement equal to p=3.
Figure 3.7 L2 error of h, p and k-refinement.
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3.2 Radial Temperature
The next problem that will be approximated is a heat conduction problem across a two-
dimensional domain for which the domain and source terms have radial symmetry and
can therefore be expressed as a one-dimensional problem. It will be shown how a Neu-
mann boundary conditions is implemented for a one-dimensional problem. The problem is
described by
∇Tq − s(x, y) = 0 (3.35)
where







D is the conductivity matrix and it is assumed that the material of the domain is isotropic.
k is the thermal conductivity with the units W
m·K , T (x, y) is the temperature across the
domain as a function of the spatial position and s is the source term, also a function of the
spatial position.
A circular domain with boundary conditions that result in a temperature field that varies
one-dimensionally, radially, is considered. The domain is shown in Figure 3.8 where there
are both Dirichlet boundary conditions, ΓD and Neumann boundary conditions ΓN which
are defined as














Figure 3.8 Diagram of one-dimensional radial temperature problem.
Because this problem is radially symmetric, it can be reduced to a one-dimensional IGA
problem. The same problem will also be approximated as a two-dimensional problem in









+ rs(r) = 0 . (3.39)
The difference between this equation and the equation 3.2 is that the source term is mul-
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The space of admissible functions, similar to that described previously, are






[ν ′(r)]2 dr <∞, ν(ΓD) = 0} . (3.41)















νrs(r)dr ∀ν ∈ V0 . (3.42)
Similar to the process performed in Section 3.1.3, approximations are substituted into the
weak form in equation (3.42) to give
∫ ro
ri






vTRT rs(r)dr ∀ν (3.43)
and can be written in the form
∫ ro
ri
BT (kr)B dr︸ ︷︷ ︸
K










The same implementation procedure is performed as described in Section 3.1.5, except
that there is now a Neumann term to consider and implement, as well as the slight change
calculating the elemental stiffness matrices and force vectors. Algorithm 5 details the
assembly procedure, highlighting how the Neumann contribution is added to the force
vector. The procedure for the assembly of the stiffness matrix and source contribution of
the force vector is the same as in Algorithm 4 with the exception of the lines 6 and 7 in
Algorithm 5, where the final stiffness and force contribution formula include the value of
the Gauss quadrature point in the physical domain, rsource. All differences of this problem
to the Poisson one-dimensional problem will be illustrated in Algorithm 5. If nothing is
explicitly stated, it can be assumed that it is the same as the Poisson problem.
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Algorithm 5 Procedure for evaluating Neumann component of force vector
1: Initialize K and f
2: for el=1:el_total do
3: Initialize Ke and f e
4: Initialize f eN
5: for gp = 1 : #GaussPoints do
6: Compute Ke, Ke = Ke + JξJξ̄wgpB
T (k rsource)B
7: Compute f e, f e = f e + JξJξ̄wgp(rsource s(rsource))R
T
8: end for
9: Assemble Kasm asm = Kasm asm +Ke
10: Assemble fasm = fasm + f e
11: if el=el_Neum then . Only when the current element has a flux contribution.
12: Define elemental connectivity array, asm=el:el+p
13: Select elemental control points, x=P(asm)
14: Set i to select element domains, i = el+p
15: for gp = 1 : #GaussPoints do
16: Calculate parametric coordinate, using equation (3.26)










19: Compute parametric Jacobian, Jξ = ||Rξx||
20: Compute isoparametric Jacobian, Jξ̄ = 12(ξi+1 − ξi)
21: Compute ξ̄ in physical domain, rsource




25: . Where n_flux is the elemental node number on which the flux occurs.






Note: wgp is the Gauss point weight, not the NURBS weight.
Solving for d gives the control points for the NURBS curve approximating the temperature
distribution across the domain. Boundary conditions are implemented using the partition
method in equation (3.33). The free degrees of freedom can then be calculated using equa-
tion (3.33) and assembled into the global vector d. As post-processing, the temperature
and spatial NURBS curves are created to compare the approximated solution to the exact
solution.
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3.2.2 Results
The results of the IGA approximations for various refinements are plotted against the
exact solution, along with the respective control polygons. The first figure shows the
approximation with no refinement. While the IGA solution is close to the exact solution,
it is still slightly inaccurate. Similar to the previous problem, with either one level of
h-refinement or order refinement for p = 3, the accuracy can be improved significantly.
The key feature to note from this problem is how the Neumann boundary condition is
implemented into the code. This problem will also be solved as a two-dimensional problem
in Section 4.1.5. The corresponding MATLAB® code is included in Appendix D.1 and is
available as part of the digital submission of the dissertation.
Figure 3.9 Temperature distribution for a radial heat problem with no
refinement and the associated error.
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Figure 3.10 Temperature distribution for a radial heat problem with one
level of h-refinement to four elements and the associated error.
Figure 3.11 Temperature distribution for a radial heat problem with
p-refinement to order p = 3 and the associated error.
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Figure 3.12 below shows the L2 error graphs for each refinement type. The L2 error was








where uex(x) is the exact solution and uh(x) is the IGA solution.
The first two graphs in Figure 3.12 both have linear convergence gradients of the error on
a log scale. This indicates that while the error is busy converging, it is not expected to
converge soon. Therefore, after a certain amount of refinement when the error is deemed
sufficiently small for the application, the results should be taken. The third graph starts
to converge after the problem is k-refined to p=4.




4.1 Two-dimensional IGA Solution Process
The implementation for a two-dimensional scalar IGA problem is very similar to one-
dimensional IGA. Two-dimensional scalar problems have one field variable (degree of free-
dom) at each node in a two-dimensional parametric domain. It follows the same format
as the one-dimensional case with the key difference that there are elements in two direc-
tions, which makes the basis function matrices and element connectivity arrays interact
differently.
First, the strong and weak forms will be developed and from the weak form, the dis-
crete Galerkin formulation will be developed. With the Galerkin formulation in place, the
problem can be implemented into the software and used to approximate the solution. To
demonstrate how to approximate a solution to a two-dimensional scalar problem, the same
radial temperature problem that was introduced in Section 3.2, is revisited.
4.1.1 Strong Form
The strong form of the heat conduction equation is seen in equations (3.35) to (3.37) as
well as the boundary conditions seen in equations (3.38). The problem specifics are the
same, except that source and flux terms will be expressed as a function of x and y instead
of r as
s(x, y) = −10 (4.1)
q̄(x, y) = 0 . (4.2)
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Figure 4.1 Diagram of two-dimensional radial temperature problem.
The problem domain is show in Figure 4.1.
4.1.2 Weak Form
The weak form of the equation (3.35) is the integral of the equation multiplied by the
weighting function, ν(x, y). ν is an arbitrary function with ν = 0 on ΓD.
∫
Ω
ν∇Tq − νs(x, y)dΩ = 0 ∀ν . (4.3)









νs(x, y)dΩ ∀ν (4.4)
is obtained.
Functions T (x, y) and ν(x, y), as well as their first derivatives are square integrable. Fur-
thermore, the solution and the arbitrary test functions are assumed to satisfy the Dirichlet
boundary conditions. The space of functions satisfying these conditions is denoted by V :
that is,
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V0 = {ν |
∫ ro
ri
[ν(x, y)]2 dΩ <∞,
∫ ro
ri
[ν ′(x, y)]2 dΩ <∞, ν(ΓD) = 0} . (4.5)
By substituting equations (3.36) and (3.38) into equation (4.4), find T (x, y) ∈ V0 so that
T = T̄ on ΓD that satisfies the equation below where the weighting function, ν ∈ V0.
∫
Ω






νq̄dΓ ∀ν ∈ V0 (4.6)
4.1.3 Galerkin Form
The functions that form part of the weak form in equation (4.6) are now approximated

































Each of these approximations can be represented in a manner similar to equations (3.18-
3.21) by using shape function and shape function derivative arrays and their corresponding
control points as
ν = Rv = vTRT (4.11)
(∇ν)T = Bv = vTBT (4.12)
T (x, y) = Rd (4.13)
(∇T )T = Bd (4.14)
where R and B are the shape function and shape function derivative arrays respectively.
Entries of the shape function array can be defined as
Ri+(p+1)(j−1) = R
p,q
i,j (ξ, η) . (4.15)
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R is a one-dimensional array of bivariate basis functions that are the product of two basis
functions from each direction at a particular node. In expanded form, it reads
R = [Rp,q1,1(ξ, η), R
p,q




1,2(ξ, η), . . . ,
Rp,qp+1,2(ξ, η), . . . , R
p,q



















Equations (4.16-4.17) define the scalar two-dimensional shape function and shape function
derivative arrays. For one-dimensional problems and two-dimensional vector problems, the
arrays will be different.









vTRT q̄dΓ ∀ν . (4.18)











RT q̄dΓ︸ ︷︷ ︸
f
∀ν (4.19)
which is implemented in MATLAB®.
4.1.4 Implementation
Two-dimensional scalar problems are implemented in a very similar manner to one-dimensional
problems. It is set out in the same main stages as listed on page 53, namely preprocessing,
assembling, solving and post-processing.
The preprocessing stage is similar to that set out in Algorithm 3 with the additional
two-dimensional aspect. It involves defining the order refinement type (p-, k-refinement
or neither) and the global h-refinement level. Then the problem specifics are applied,
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Figure 4.2 Flow chart of a Galerkin two-dimensional IGA process
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including the conductance of the domain material, the source term, the domain range and
analytical solution to the problem.
Next, the spatial NURBS variables are set in each direction, including the control points
and weights, knot vectors, basis function orders and consequently, the number of control
points and basis functions. The control points and weights are defined in a matrix of
points (which can be two- or three-dimensional points) corresponding to where they lie in
the parametric rectilinear grid. This matrix can be converted into a vector of points, Pvec,
which make the points easier to work with in certain cases.
For this particular problem, the temperature changes more in the radial direction than in
the circumferential direction and therefore the initial domain is set up such that there are
more elements in the ξ-direction, than the η-direction. Therefore, for an initial domain
the knot vectors are Ξ = [0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1] and H = [0, 0, 0, 0.5, 1, 1, 1] while the orders of the
basis functions are p = 2 and q = 2.
The next step is to define the connectivity array. This is more complicated than the
one-dimensional case where the elements were all next to each other. For the labeling
convention in two dimensions, the elements and control points (nodes) are numbered from
left to right, bottom to top as seen in Figure 4.3 below.
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8







Figure 4.3 Diagram illustrating control point and element labeling
conventions for a p = 1 mesh with six elements.
Each line in the connectivity array (NODE) represents the control point/node numbers
associated with an element, labeled from left to right, bottom to top. For example, the first
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line associated with the mesh shown in Figure 4.3, if p = 1 would be NODE(1, :) = [1, 2, 5, 6] .
Similarly to the one-dimensional case, the number of control points associated with each
element is equal to (p+ 1)× (q + 1). If p = 2, the mesh would be as shown in Figure 4.4.
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8








Figure 4.4 Diagram illustrating control point and element labeling
conventions for a p = 2 mesh with two elements. The control point
contributions to the relevant element are enclosed in the relevant boxes.
The first entry for the connectivity array for the mesh in Figure 4.4 would be
NODE(1, :) = [1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11] . In each elemental loop of the stiffness matrix and force
vector construction, the corresponding line from the connectivity array is selected.
After the connectivity array is established, the boundary conditions are set in accordance to
the labeling conventions and the variables introduced on page 54. As in the one-dimensional
case, the control point numbers that impose the Dirichlet boundary condition are placed
in a vector n_E with the control points values that would impose a homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary condition in a different vector d_E, corresponding to the positions of n_E. The
remaining free DOFs are all stored in vector n_F. The Neumann nodes will not be set
because this problem has a homogeneous Neumann boundary condition. The contributions
to the force vector will be zero and therefore will not be calculated in this problem, but
will be dealt with in the next two-dimensional scalar code in Section 4.2.
The main section of the code consists of constructing the stiffness matrix and force vector.
This is achieved by running two nested loops, one for each direction of elements and building
the stiffness matrix and force vector elementally. At each element in these loops, Gauss
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quadrature is performed to calculate the elemental stiffness and force contributions from
equation (4.19) which is assembled into the global stiffness and force matrices. Algorithm
6 describes this construction process.
Algorithm 6 Procedure for evaluating stiffness matrix and force vector for two-
dimensional scalar problems
1: Initialize K and f
2: el=0
3: for elM=1:el_totalM do
4: for elN=1:el_totalN do
5: el=el+1
6: Initialize Ke and f e
7: Define elemental connectivity array, asm
8: Select elemental control points in each direction,
9: x=Pvec(asm,1), y=Pvec(asm,2)
10: Set i, j to select element domains, i = elN+p, j = elM+q
11: for gp2 = 1 : #GaussPoints do
12: for gp1 = 1 : #GaussPoints do
13: Calculate parametric coordinates, using equation (3.26)
14: Compute shape function arrays at point (ξ, η),
15: R = [Rp,q1,1(ξ, η), R
p,q
2,1(ξ, η), . . . , R
p
p+1(ξ)q + 1]
16: Compute derivative of shape function arrays in each direction,


























19: Compute parametric Jacobian, Jξ = ||Rξx||
20: Compute isoparametric Jacobian, Jξ̄ = 12(ξi+1 − ξi)(ηj+1 − ηj)
21: Compute shape function derivative array, B = Rx = RTξ J
−1
ξ
22: Compute (ξ̄, η̄) in physical domain, (xsource, ysource)
23: Compute Ke, Ke = Ke + JξJξ̄wgp1wgp2B
T ×D × B
24: Compute f e, f e = f e + JξJξ̄wgp1wgp2s(xsource, ysource)× RT
25: end for
26: end for
27: Assemble Kasm asm = Kasm asm +Ke
28: Assemble fasm = fasm + f e
29: end for
30: end for
Note: wgp1, wgp2 are the Gauss point weights, not the NURBS weights.
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The first key feature to note of Algorithm 6, is that the ξ-direction loop is within the
η-direction loop and not visa versa. This is because of the element numbering conventions
as seen in Figure 4.3. The same applies to the Gauss quadrature loops.
The shape function and the shape function derivative arrays are notably different to the
one-dimensional case and will be elaborated on. The shape function array is a vector of
bivariate shape functions which comprise of a product of the two univariate shape functions
associated with each direction. Each univariate shape function number depends on which
column in the ξ-direction and which row, in the η-direction the relevant control point
stands. The NURBS weights that are to be used in calculating each of the univariate
shape functions depend on which row the associated control point is in the ξ-direction
and which column the associated control point is in the η-direction. The univariate shape
function numbering will be illustrated in Figure 4.5 below, with a 4× 3 control point mesh

























1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12
η
ξ
Figure 4.5 Diagram showing a 4× 3 mesh of control points and the
univariate shape functions for each point.
The control points of a p = 2, 2× 1 element mesh can be written as
P =
[
P1 P4 P7 P10
P2 P5 P8 P11
P3 P6 P9 P12
]
(4.20)
with the weights matrix defined as
w =
[
w1 w4 w7 w10
w2 w5 w8 w11
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The univariate shape function vectors for each direction, NI ,MI , with I running from one
to (p+ 1)× (q+ 1), have (p+ 1)× (q+ 1) entries, the same number of control points in an
element. Each entry is made of the univariate shape function associated with that control
point and the shape function number of that particular entry in that row/column. For
example, the univariate shape function array for the ξ-direction of the second element of
the mesh above is

















where each of the shape functions above corresponds to the NURBS weights w in the same
row as the entry. Therefore, N1, N2 and N3 use the weights corresponding to the first
row from the bottom, namely w1, w2, w3 and w4. Entries N4, N5 and N6 use the weights
corresponding to the second row from the bottom, namely w5, w6, w7 and w8. Lastly, the
entries N7, N8 and N9 use the weights corresponding to the third row from the bottom,
namely w9, w10, w11 and w12.
Similarly, the univariate shape function array for the η-direction for the second element in
the mesh above is

















where again, different NURBS weights correspond to different shape function entries. This
time, the associated weights are the weights in the same column as the given entry. There-
fore, for the second element, the weights associated with entriesM1,M4 andM7 correspond
to the weights in the second column of the mesh, namely w2, w6 and w10. The weights
associated with entries M2, M5 and M8 correspond to the weights in the third column of
the mesh, namely w3, w7 and w11. The weights associated with entries M3, M6 and M9
correspond to the weights in the last column of the mesh, namely w4, w8 and w12.
If all the weights were equal for all control points or even for every row or column, it would
not be required to calculate each new univariate shape function for each direction, for each
new row or column. In other words,N would only have three distinct entries corresponding
to each column. M would also only have three distinct entries corresponding to each new
row. But for meshes with varying weights at each control points, each univariate shape
function needs to be calculated to combine into the bivariate shape function array. The
bivariate shape function array can now be constructed as
RI = R
p,q
i,j (ξ, η) = NIMI . (4.24)
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For example, the second element of a p = q = 2; 4× 3 mesh as shown in Figure 4.5 above,
will have a shape function array
R =
[
N2M2, N3M3, N4M4, N6M6, N7M7, N8M8, N10M10, N11M11, N12M12
]
(4.25)




















with the corresponding NURBS weights being used for each shape function.
The derivatives of the shape function array in each direction are
RI,ξ = NI,ξMJ (4.27)
RI,η = NIMJ,η . (4.28)
The parametric Jacobian that scales the parametric domain to the physical domain is







where x and y are the coordinates of the control points corresponding to the relevant
element as defined in line 7 of Algorithm 6. The isoparametric Jacobian mapping the
isoparametric domain to the parametric domain is defined by equation (3.28).
The shape function derivative array, B, can now be computed using Jξ and the derivatives
of the shape functions R,ξ and R,η and is defined as seen in equation (4.17) for a two-







Finally, before the elemental stiffness matrices and force vectors can be calculated, the
Gauss points need to mapped into the physical domain using equation (2.12) to calculate
the source term which is a function of the physical space, s(x, y). Equation (4.19) can now
be assembled using the assembly procedure in Algorithm 6.
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Now that the assembly is complete and the stiffness matrix, K, and force vector, f , exist,
the boundary conditions can be applied using the partition method in equation (3.33),
after which the unknown temperature control points can be solved for. dE and dF are
then assembled into d as the control points for the temperature distribution across the
domain.
In the post-processing stage, the spatial and temperature NURBS vectors are calculated
using equation (2.18) and the results are plotted on graphs presented in the next section.
The flux is also calculated across the domain using the definition
q(x, y) = Bd (4.31)
where, in this case B is not calculated elementally, but rather across the whole domain. In
other words, B is a 2× (n∗m) array, with the first row corresponding to x, the second row
corresponding to y and each column corresponding to a different control point. The flux
could be calculated elementally, where the element in which each point occurs is determined
and then the elemental B matrix is calculated. In this way, because the basis functions
that are not associated to the element calculate to zero, the number of calculations can be
minimized. However, in order to create a function that is modular and code that is easy
to read and understand, all basis functions are calculated in this function.
4.1.5 Results
The two-dimensional temperature problem has the temperature decreasing radially inwards
from 0°. It is therefore expected that the problem should be radially symmetric. Figure
4.6 shows the temperature distribution across the domain with contour lines linking points
of the same temperature.
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Figure 4.6 Contour plot of radial heat distribution in two dimensions.
Figure 4.7 compares the radial profile along line x = 0 to the exact solution defined in
equation (3.40). The current IGA solution field is generated with a 2 × 1 element mesh
with second order shape functions in both directions. The maximum error is under 2%. A
2 × 1 traditional finite element mesh with second order shape functions will immediately
not be able to achieve the same order of accuracy, because the base geometry cannot be
captured.
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Figure 4.7 Comparison between exact solution and the associated error.
The mesh was globally h-refined once, with twice as many elements in each direction. The
resulting error is an order of magnitude less that for the unrefined mesh, as is shown in
Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8 Comparison between exact solution and the associated error for
one level of h-refinement.
The unrefined mesh is now p-refined so that both p=q=3. Again, the error is an order of
magnitude smaller than that for the unrefined mesh. Figure 4.9 shows the error associated
with p-refinement to obtain basis functions of order three.
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Figure 4.9 Comparison between exact solution and the associated error for
p-refinement to p, q = 3.
k-refinement to obtain basis functions of order three in both directions of the unrefined
mesh also gives smaller error than the original mesh, but has more of an error than the
previous two refinements. In this case, the error is roughly 30% of the original error.
This is still a significant improvement over the unrefined mesh and is less computationally
expensive than both p-refinement and the first level of h-refinement, however, benefits of
additional accuracy need to weighed up against computational expense.
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Figure 4.10 Comparison between exact solution and the associated error
for k-refinement to p = q = 3.
The flux plot is the derivative of the temperature distribution and can be calculated by
using equation (4.31). The plot can also serve as an additional source of confirmation that
the solution is being captured correctly. See Figure 4.11 below.
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Figure 4.11 The flux across the domain at sampled NURBS points.
Figure 4.12 below shows the L2 error graphs for each refinement type on a log scale. The









where uex(x, y) is the exact solution and uh(x, y) is the IGA solution.
It can be seen on the first graph that the error in a log scale is decreasing linearly. This
indicates that it is still converging. However, after a certain amount of refinement, the
error could be deemed sufficiently small for the use of the results.
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Figure 4.12 L2 error of h, p and k-refinement.
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4.2 Temperature: Hole in Plate
The next two-dimensional scalar problem considered is also a heat conduction problem, as
in Section 4.1. With this problem, the domain is more complex and different boundary
conditions will be applied. In this example, a Neumann boundary condition implementa-
tion is shown. The strong form, weak form and Bubnov-Galerkin form are the same as
those used in equations (3.35), (4.6) and (4.19).
The strong form of the problem is once again (see equation (3.35))
∇Tq − s(x, y) = 0
where







Functions T (x, y) and ν(x, y), as well as their first derivatives are square integrable. Fur-
thermore, the solution and the arbitrary test functions are assumed to satisfy the Dirichlet
boundary conditions. The space of functions satisfying these conditions is denoted by V0
and V , where ri=1: that is,
V0 = {ν |
∫
Ω
ν(x, y)]2 dΩ <∞,
∫
Ω
[ν ′(x, y)]2 dΩ <∞, ν(ΓD) = 0} (4.34)
V = {u |
∫
Ω
u(x, y)]2 dΩ <∞,
∫
Ω
[u′(x, y)]2 dΩ <∞, u(ΓD) = ū} , (4.35)
where ΓD is the Dirichlet boundary and ū is the specified boundary conditions.










νq̄dΓ ∀ν ∈ V0
and the Bubnov-Galerkin form of the equation as seen in equation (4.6) is
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Figure 4.13 Diagram of two-dimensional temperature problem.
The problem is taken from [7, p. 205] and quarter symmetry is used. The problem is
created from the manufactured solution
Texact = (r − a)2 = x2 + y2 − 2a
√
x2 + y2 + a2 (4.36)
defined over the domain shown above with
a = 1 (4.37)
b = 4 . (4.38)
The plate is isotropically conductive with a heat coefficient of k = 1W/m2/K. The source
term varies radially outward from the center of the plate as
s(x, y) = ∇2T = 2a 1√
x2 + y2
− 4 . (4.39)
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The problem has both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. The Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions, ΓD are
T (r = a) = 0 (4.40)
T (x = −b, y) = a2 + b2 + y2 − 2a
√
y2 + b2 (4.41)
while the Neumann boundary conditions, ΓN are









where n is the outward facing normal of the surface on which the flux is prescribed.
The NURBS properties of this domain are described in Section 2.5.2.2. The control point
mesh is shown in Figure 4.14.
Figure 4.14 NURBS surface with control points in physical domain
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4.2.1 Implementation
The heat conduction problem over the domain of a plate with a centrally located hole
is implemented in a similar way to the two-dimensional scalar problem in Section 4.1.4,
however, there are several added complexities in this problem. First, there is a Neumann
(flux) boundary condition that is applied on the top edge of the plate and needs to be
implemented in the code. Secondly, the Dirichlet boundary condition on the left edge
of the plate is inhomogeneous. The description of geometry requires two control points
that coincide at the top-left corner, which adds complexity in refinement as mentioned in
Section 2.5.2.2 and in applying both the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are boundary conditions that have a pre-
scribed temperature, that is not merely equal to zero. Normally, having a inhomogeneous
Dirichlet boundary condition would be estimated by calculating the relevant control point
values with the polynomial approximation, as demonstrated in Section 2.5.1.4. However,
because the left and top edges of the domain both make up one edge in the parametric do-
main and the relevant basis functions are continuous about this corner, the control points
along the top edge contribute to the Dirichlet distribution along the left edge. This gives
an inaccurate boundary solution.
The Dirichlet boundary conditions will therefore have to be imposed by simply calculat-
ing the temperature value for each control point using the Dirichlet boundary condition
function in equation (4.41). This does not give as accurate results, but with a few levels
of refinement, the error is reduced. See [4, p. 30] and Section 6.1.5 on page 120 which
will describes how to apply inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions for a different
domain.
The Neumann boundary condition is implemented within the elemental loops, after the
elemental stiffness matrix and source contribution to the force vector has been constructed.
The Neumann conditions of a temperature problem are in the form of a known flux and
the contributions are added to the force vector for each of the element boundaries at which
a flux condition occurs. However, depending on which physical and parametric edge the
Neumann boundary condition occurs, the code implementation will change. The procedure
of calculating the flux contributions follows the one-dimensional assembly along an edge in
Section 3.1.5 after defining on which the edge the flux occurs. The remainder of this section
will focus on the application of Neumann boundary conditions to different parametric edges.
The current heat conduction problem for a plate with a centrally located hole, will be used
as an example to illustrate how to apply these boundary conditions. One level of global
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h-refinement is applied. The boundary conditions of the problem are illustrated on the






Figure 4.15 Physical domain including boundary conditions
The first step to calculate the flux contributions of the problem is to determine which
Neumann boundary conditions are relevant. This domain represents a quarter of the
actual problem due to symmetry and therefore the flux on the bottom and right edges
(ΓN2 and ΓN3) are zero. Hence, they do not need to be added as contributions to the force
vector. That leaves boundary condition ΓN1 to be considered. It is useful to represent
the mesh in the parametric domain and partition the mesh by the knot vector elements
as in Figure 4.16. It is also useful to draw the control point mesh as a rectilinear grid to
visualize the contributions of control points to the relevant edges as in Figure 4.17. Both
diagrams prove useful in visualizing how the Neumann condition is applied.
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(1) (2) (3) (4)








Figure 4.16 Mesh in parametric domain with boundary conditions
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Figure 4.17 Mesh of control points associated with boundary conditions
Now that the edge that contains the relevant flux condition has been identified, it needs to
be represented in vectors in the boundary condition section of the code. There are three
key variables to describe how the flux is implemented in the code. el_flux indicates in
which elements the edge with flux exist. For this case, it can be seen that ΓN1 affects
elements seven and eight and therefore el_flux= [7, 8]. n_flux identifies the control
points associated with the Neumann edge and is used to assemble the flux contributions
into the force vector. Figure 4.17 shows that the relevant nodes for this case will be
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stored as n_flux= [21, 22, 23, 24]. The last variable that is used to define how the flux
is implemented, is n_flux_side. This variable determines the elemental nodes associated
with the elemental side on which the prescribed flux is defined. For example, if the flux
corresponds to the top edge of the parametric domain, the elemental nodes associated with
the top of the element will be placed in n_flux_side. For the case of a p=q=2 element,




Figure 4.18 Elemental mesh of control points
If the flux was on the right hand side of the element, the variable would be n_flux_side=
[3, 6, 9] and so forth for the other two edges. The size of this vector also determines the size
(sz) of the shape function vector that is used create the flux contribution of the elemental
force vector. If the flux occurs on the bottom or top edges, the shape function vector will
be p + 1 long. If the flux occurs on the left or right edges, the shape function vector will
be q + 1 long.
The variables above are defined in the preprocessing part of the code. The next step in
the flux assembly procedure is to build the correct shape function and shape function
derivative arrays in the elemental loop that correspond to the correct parametric edge. If
the flux occurs on the bottom or top of the parametric domain, all the shape functions
and shape function derivatives will be associated to the ξ-direction. If the flux were to be
applied on the left or right edges of the parametric domain, the η-direction shape functions
and shape function derivatives would be used. This includes changing the shape function
selector, I, which would start from either elN or elM respectively. The weights that are
used to construct the shape functions need to correspond to the parametric edge on which
the flux occurs. Using the mesh in Figure 4.17, the weights associated with flux along the
top edge would be w19 to w24. The parametric points at which the shape function and
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shape function derivatives get evaluated need to be chosen with care. Because the integral
to calculate the flux contributions will occur along a edge, one of the parametric variables
will stay constant and the other variable will vary, depending on the transformation of the
Gauss quadrature points. In this example, because the flux is along the top edge of the




[(ξi+1 − ξi)ξ̄ + (ξi+1 + ξi)]
η = 1 .
If the flux were to occur on the edges ξ = 0, ξ = 1 or η = 0, they would be set accordingly,
with the opposite variable varying corresponding to the Gauss quadrature points. These
parametric points are transformed into the physical domain to be used in calculating the
value of the applied flux at each point, q(x, y).
Once the shape function and shape function derivative arrays have been constructed, the
parametric and isoparametric Jacobians need to be calculated. Recall from line 11 in Al-
gorithm 4 that the parametric Jacobian is constructed using the shape function derivative
array and the elemental control points along the respective edge. In creating the Jaco-
bian, the correct x or y components of the respective control points need to be selected,
which depends on the Neumann edge in the physical domain. In this case, the Neumann
boundary condition is along the edge that is constant in the y-direction, and therefore the
x-component of the control points need to be used in creating the parametric Jacobian.
The isoparametric Jacobian is calculated based on equation (3.29), while also depending
along which parametric edge the flux occurs. If the flux occurs along the ξ-direction,




(ηj+1 − ηj) (4.43)
is used. Using the implementation details discussed above, Algorithm 7 describes the
assembly procedure to include the flux contributions of the current problem into the force
vector. The elemental stiffness and force contributions are the same as in Algorithm 6 and
details are omitted for the sake of brevity.
Once the stiffness matrix and force vector are constructed, the boundary conditions can be
applied, using the partition method in equation (3.32). Where the flux force contributions
are applied at Dirichlet control points, the Neumann conditions are overwritten by the
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Algorithm 7 Assembly of Neumann flux boundary conditions into the force vector for
two-dimensional scalar problems
1: Initialize K and f
2: Initialize fN
3: el=0
4: for elM=1:el_totalM do
5: for elN=1:el_totalN do
6: el=el+1
7: Initialize Ke and f e
8: Initialize f eN
9: Define elemental connectivity array, asm
10: Set i, j to select element domains, i = elN+p, j = elM+q
11: for gp2 = 1 : #GaussPoints do
12: for gp1 = 1 : #GaussPoints do
13: Compute Ke, Ke = Ke + JξJξ̄wgp1wgp2B
TDB




17: Assemble Kasm asm = Kasm asm +Ke
18: Assemble fasm = fasm + f e
19: if el=el_flux then . Only when the current element has a flux contribution.
20: Select relevant elemental control points, xx=Pvec(asm(n_flux_side),1)
21: for gp = 1 : #GaussPoints do
22: Calculate parametric coordinate, ξ using equation (3.26) and η = 1.
23: I = elN










26: Compute parametric Jacobian, Jξ = ||Rξxx||
27: Compute isoparametric Jacobian, Jξ̄ = 12(ξi+1 − ξi)
28: Compute (ξ̄, η̄) in physical domain, (xsource, ysource)
29: Compute f eN = f eN + JξJξ̄wgpq̄(xsource, ysource)R
T
30: end for








35: Assemble fn_flux = fn_flux + FNn_flux
Note: wgp1, wgp2 are the Gauss point weights, not the NURBS weights.
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control points in d_E that ensure that the prescribed Dirichlet condition is enforced. The
system of linear equations can now be used to solve for the unknown control points, dF .
Along with the known control points dE, they can be assembled into the field variable
control point vector d. The NURBS surface can now be constructed using the control
points, P , as well as the temperature values on the corresponding NURBS surface, using
the control points, d.
4.2.2 Results
The heat conduction problem over a plate with a centrally located hole is a good example
of a problem with sufficient control points to represent a complex geometry, but not enough
control points to approximate the solution field accurately. Figure 4.19 below shows the
contour plot of the temperature solution field. The contour lines make it obvious that the
temperature solution field does not increase radially outward. By plotting the difference
between the IGA solution and the exact solution as stated in equation (4.36) this error is
shown in the "Error Plot" graph in Figure 4.20. The error is greatest on the left and top
edges and is less in the middle. The error is calculated as
error = T (x, y)− Texact(x, y) . (4.44)
Comparing the “IGA Temperature Plot” graph to the “Analytical Temperature Plot” graph,
the left and top edges are straight, where they should be curved and increasing exponen-
tially towards the top-left corner. The “Error Plot (%)” graph shows the percentage error
relative to the analytical temperature.
error% =
T (x, y)− Texact(x, y)
Texact(x, y)
(4.45)
Because the boundary condition at the edge of the circular hole is zero, the error percentage
is higher, because the error comes close to being divided by zero.
After two levels of h-refinement, the IGA results have significantly improved. Where the
maximum error difference was 5°C with no refinement, the maximum error is only 0.5°C
after two levels of h-refinement which corresponds to a 8 × 4 element mesh. See Figures
4.21 and 4.22 for the effect of h-refinement on the results across the domain.
Accuracy can also be improved by p-refining the domain so that p = 4 and q = 4. The
elements are kept as a 2 × 1 mesh, while the shape function orders are raised. Figures
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Figure 4.19 Contour plot of temperature distribution.
Figure 4.20 Comparison of an unrefined IGA solution to the exact solution.
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Figure 4.21 Contour plot of temperature distribution, after two levels of
h-refinement.
Figure 4.22 Comparison of a IGA solution field to the exact solution, after
two levels of h-refinement.
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4.23 and 4.24 below show the temperature solution field and error plots associated with
p-refinement. The maximum error, again along the Dirichlet boundary is approximately
1.5°C.
Figure 4.23 Contour plot of temperature distribution, after p-refinement to
p = q = 4.
Because k-refinement cannot represent the geometry accurately, it is not applied to this
problem in IGA, as discussed in Section 2.5.2.2.
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Figure 4.24 Comparison of a IGA solution field to the exact solution, after
p-refinement to p, q = 4.
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Chapter 5
Two Dimensional Vector IGA
5.1 Two Dimensional Vector Solution Process
A two-dimensional vector problem refers to a problem in a two-dimensional physical domain
where the field of interest is vector-valued and has two degrees of freedom (DOFs) at each
node. Elasticity is a common application of a two-dimensional vector-valued problem where
displacement in the x- and y-direction is considered. To demonstrate the procedure for
approximating the two-dimensional elastic deformation of a solid, a plate with a centrally
located hole domain, as in the previous section, is modeled with quarter symmetry. As
with the two-dimensional scalar problems, the strong, weak and Bubnov-Galerkin form
will be developed and then approximated numerically.
5.1.1 Strong Form
The strong form of the elasticity equation is
∇Tsσ + b(x, y) = 0 (5.1)
where b(x, y) is the body force across the domain which will be varied to investigate
different effects in Section 5.1.5. ∇s is the symmetric gradient operator defined as
∇s =
 ∂/∂x 00 ∂/∂y
∂/∂y ∂/∂x
 . (5.2)
σ is the Cauchy stress across the domain
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and can be represented as a function of the elasticity matrix, D and the strain, ε and can
be written as
σ = Dε (5.4)








and can be expressed as the derivative of the infinitesimal displacement, u as
ε = ∇su . (5.6)
For this problem, the domain is the same as that in Figure 4.13 with the following properties
a = 1m, b = 4m, Ey = 10
7 Pa, τ = 0.3, t = 0.1m
where EY is the Young’s Modulus, τ is the Poisson’s ratio and t is the thickness of the











There are both traction and Dirichlet boundary conditions for this problem. Because the
plate is modeled using quarter symmetry, the Dirichlet boundary conditions of the problem
are
ux(x = 0, y) = 0 (5.8)
uy(x, y = 0) = 0 . (5.9)







Figure 5.1 shows the domain and applied boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.1 Diagram of two-dimensional displacement problem.
5.1.2 Weak Form
The weak form is obtained by multiplying each term by a weighting function, ν(x, y) and






νTb(x, y)dΩ = 0 ∀ν (5.11)









νTb(x, y)dΩ ∀ν (5.12)









νTb(x, y)dΩ ∀ν . (5.13)
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Functions u(x, y) and ν(x, y), as well as their first derivatives are square integrable. Fur-
thermore, the solution and the arbitrary test functions are assumed to satisfy the Dirichlet
boundary conditions. The space of functions satisfying these conditions is denoted by V0:
that is,
V0 = {ν |
∫
Ω
ν(x, y)]2 dΩ <∞,
∫
Ω
[ν ′(x, y)]2 dΩ <∞, ν(ΓD) = 0} . (5.14)
By substituting equations (5.4) and (5.6) into the equation above, where u = ū on ΓD,








νTb(x, y)dΩ ∀ν ∈ V0 . (5.15)
5.1.3 Bubnov-Galerkin Form

































where d are the control points of a NURBS surface approximating the displacement field.
Each of these definitions can be expressed using shape function and shape function deriva-
tive arrays and corresponding control points in a manner analogous to the two-dimensional
scalar case in equations (4.11-4.14).
ν = Rv = vTRT (5.20)
(∇sν)T = Bv = vTBT (5.21)
u(x, y) = Rd (5.22)
(∇su)T = Bd (5.23)
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where R and B are the shape function and shape function derivative arrays for two-
dimensional vector problems respectively. These arrays are made up of the components
in the two-dimensional scalar shape function arrays. Therefore superscripts sca and vec
will be used to distinguish between the two-dimensional scalar or vector shape functions
respectively. Recall from equation (4.16) that the scalar shape function array, Rsca is
Rsca = [Rp,q1,1(ξ, η), R
p,q




1,2(ξ, η), . . . ,
Rp,qp+1,2(ξ, η), . . . , R
p,q
1,q+1(ξ, η), . . . , R
p,q
p+1,q+1(ξ, η)] .




Rsca1 , 0, R
sca
2 , 0, R
sca
3 , 0, . . . R
sca
(p+1)(q+1), 0
0, Rsca1 , 0, R
sca
2 , 0, R
sca




















A summary of the differences between the one-dimensional and the two-dimensional scalar
and vector shape function arrays can be found in Appendix A.
By substituting equations (5.20-5.23) into the weak form, equation (5.15), and because









RTb(x, y)dΩ ∀ν . (5.26)















Two-dimensional vector-valued problems are implemented in an almost identical way to
two-dimensional scalar problems as described in Section 4.1.4. It follows the same pro-
cedure as described in Figure 4.2. The differences occur in the basis function arrays as
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described in the previous section, applying the traction boundary condition and in the
connectivity array. There are two connectivity arrays in two-dimensional vector problems;
one to link nodes within an element and the other to link the degrees of freedom within
an element. For a scalar problem, these arrays are the same, but for a vector-valued prob-
lem, there are two degrees of freedom for each node and therefore the connectivity arrays
are different. The array connecting nodes within an element is the same as the scalar
connectivity array. The DOF connectivity array can be constructed in a similar manner,
but includes both DOFs of each node. The DOF naming convention of a two-dimensional
vector problem domain is described in Figure 5.2.
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8



























Figure 5.2 Diagram illustrating DOF labeling conventions.
The bigger bold numbers define the nodal numbers and the smaller italic numbers are
the degree of freedom numbers. As in the scalar problems, each row of the connectivity
arrays defines the nodes associated with a new element, labeled from left to right, bottom
to top. The NURBS domain definitions and refinement procedures are the same for the
two-dimensional scalar case. The boundary conditions are also labeled in the similar way
to the two-dimensional scalar problems, although care should be taken to ensure that the
vectors refer to the degree of freedom numbers and not the node numbers. In addition to
the essential and free degree of freedom vectors, the traction degree of freedom numbers are
defined in a vector n_traction. Similar to the the two-dimensional scalar case on page 93,
n_traction refers to the global degree of freedoms (DOFs) that have traction conditions.
n_traction_side is the vector that defines the side of the element on which the traction
is applied by labeling the elemental nodes of the element associated with that particular
side.
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Additional to the boundary conditions vectors above, asmSelect is the vector that indicates
which elemental degree of freedom values have a traction applied to them. This takes into
account the direction of the traction. asmSelect can be calculated from n_traction_side,
depending on whether the traction is in the x-or y-direction as
asmSelect = 2 · n_traction_side− 1 for traction in x− direction (5.28)
asmSelect = 2 · n_traction_side for traction in y − direction. (5.29)
If the traction was in the x-direction on the left elemental edge, asmSelect = [1, 7, 13] and























Figure 5.3 Elemental degree of freedom labeling
el_traction indicates which elements have a traction applied to an edge in the element.
For this problem, all the elements on the left edge are represented in this vector. The
assembly procedure for the two-dimensional vector-valued stiffness matrix and force vector
are shown in Algorithm 8. For the sake of clarity, the traction contribution which is inserted
into line 32, is described in Algorithm 9.
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Algorithm 8 Procedure for evaluating stiffness matrix and force vector for two-
dimensional vector problems
1: Initialize K, f and ftraction
2: el=0
3: for elM=1:el_totalM do
4: for elN=1:el_totalN do
5: el=el+1
6: Initialize Ke, f e and f eN
7: Define elemental node-connectivity array, asm and DOF-connectivity array, asm2
8: Select elemental control points in each direction,
9: x=Pvec(asm,1), y=Pvec(asm,2)
10: Set i, j to select element domains, i = elN+p, j = elM+q
11: for gp2 = 1 : #GaussPoints do
12: for gp1 = 1 : #GaussPoints do
13: Calculate parametric coordinates, using equation (3.26)
14: Compute shape function arrays at point (ξ, η),
15: Rsca = [Rp,q1,1(ξ, η), R
p,q
2,1(ξ, η), . . . , R
p
p+1(ξ)q + 1]
16: Compute derivative of shape function arrays in each direction,


























19: Construct Rvec using equation (5.24)
20: Compute parametric Jacobian, Jξ = ||Rscaξ x||
21: Compute isoparametric Jacobian, Jξ̄ = 12(ξi+1 − ξi)(ηj+1 − ηj)





23: Construct Bvec using equation (5.25)
24: R = Rvec, B = Bvec
25: Compute (ξ̄, η̄) in physical domain, (xsource, ysource)
26: Compute Ke, Ke = Ke + JξJξ̄wgp1wgp2B
T ×D × B
27: Compute f e, f e = f e + JξJξ̄wgp1wgp2s(xsource, ysource)× RT
28: end for
29: end for
30: Assemble Kasm asm = Kasm asm +Ke
31: Assemble fasm = fasm + f e
32: Compute the traction contribution, fN
33: end for
34: end for
35: Assemble fn_traction = fn_traction + FNn_traction
Note: wgp1, wgp2 are the Gauss point weights, not the NURBS weights.
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The traction contribution to the force vector is shown in Algorithm 9. This algorithm is
problem specific, if a different traction boundary were to be applied in either a different
direction or on a different edge, many features would change, as explained on page 93.
The only additional vector that is different to the two-dimensional scalar case, is variable
asmSelect. If there is a traction applied in both directions, each contribution is added to
the force vector consecutively.
Algorithm 9 Procedure for Neumann traction boundary conditions into the force vector
for a two-dimensional vector problem that can be inserted into line 32 of 8.
1: if el=el_traction then
2: . Only when the current element has a traction contribution.
3: Select relevant elemental control points, yy=Pvec(asm(n_flux_side),2)
4: for gp = 1 : #GaussPoints do
5: Calculate parametric coordinate, ξ using equation (3.26) and η = 1.
6: I = el_N










9: Compute parametric Jacobian, Jξ = ||Rξyy||
10: Compute isoparametric Jacobian, Jξ̄ = 12(ξi+1 − ξi)
11: Compute (ξ̄, η̄) in physical domain, (xsource, ysource)
12: Compute f eN = f eN + JξJξ̄wgp(xsource, ysource)R
T t̄
13: end for






Note: wgp1, wgp2 are the Gauss point weights, not the NURBS weights.
The control points in the y-direction are used to compute the parametric Jacobian in
this question, because the traction is applied on the left edge, which is constant in the
x-direction and changing along the y-direction. Because the traction is applied in the
ξ-direction, the size of the traction vector’s shape function array is sz = p + 1 and the
when the Gauss points are converted into the parametric domain, η is set to one, as the
traction is always applied along the η = 1 edge in this problem and the Gauss point in
the ξ-direction changes depending on the quadrature point. Because the traction is in the
ξ-direction, the shape functions associated with ξ are used, using the weights associated
with that parametric edge of control points.
The Bubnov-Galerkin form in equation (5.27) can be represented by a system of linear
equations in the form Kd = f and the partition method, demonstrated in equation (3.32)
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can be used to apply boundary conditions. However, before the free control points, dF can
be solved for, there is an additional step for this specific problem. Because there exists a
pair of control points at the top left corner that must remain coincident, a penalty method
is applied in order to tie the degrees of freedom together in both the x- and y-direction
together for those two control points. This procedure is done for one direction at a time.
For the x degree of freedom, a vector selects the degree of freedom numbers of the two
nodes that need to be tied to move together. Referring to the unrefined mesh in Figure
2.39 of a domain of a plate with a centrally located hole, the degree of freedom vector for
the x-direction will be ρx = [19, 21]. A penalty of β = 1010 is applied to the stiffness matrix
as follows






The same is done in the y-direction to degrees of freedom, ρy = [20, 22] to lock the y-
direction degrees of freedom of the two relevant nodes together.






The stiffness matrix and force vector are now ready to be used to solve for the displacement
control points, d. In the post-processing stage, the NURBS surface that approximates the
displacements is created using d and equation (2.18). The displacement NURBS surface is
then added to the original position NURBS surface to give the surface of the final position
after displacement.
In order to visualize the stress and strain, they can be calculated during post-processing.
The strain can be calculated by multiplying the displacement control points by the shape
function derivative array for each point
ε(x, y) = B(x, y)d (5.32)
where B is calculated for each new point on the NURBS surface. Each entry in the strain
vector associated with a new point consists of direct and shear strains. The direct and
shear stresses can be calculated by using equation (5.4). These stress components can then
be converted into various different stress states. The equations for different stress states
are shown in Table 5.1.
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Stress State Equation




yy − σxxσyy + 3σ2xy






















Table 5.1 Table showing different stress state equations.
5.1.5 Results
The results of the two-dimensional linear elasticity problem can be plotted in numerous
ways. Figure 5.4 shows an exaggerated positional field.
Figure 5.4 Scaled displaced position.
For some analyses, the stress field is of more use than the displacement. Because the force
is in the x-direction, the most useful stress plot for this problem would be the σxx stress
plot in Figure 5.5. The stress is plotted on the undeformed domain in this case.
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Figure 5.5 Stress, σxx on an undisplaced domain.
If the stress in the y-direction is plotted, σyy, the stress is significantly less and is shown
in Figure 5.6. It is also possible to plot the von Mises stress of the problem, as well as
the stresses in the principal directions, using the the equations in Table 5.1. It can also be
useful to plot stress on an displaced domain. Details of this implementation can be found
in the IGA_2D_PlateHoleDisp.m code in the digital submission of this dissertation.
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Figure 5.6 Stress, σyy on an undisplaced domain.
Because this example did not have an analytical solution as with the previous examples, it
is not possible to do a L2 error analysis. A different error analysis was therefore performed




where R is the residual of the problem as
R = Kd− f . (5.34)
It should be noted that the error above is a measure of the numerical error of the problem
and not the overall accuracy, as there is no analytical solution.
It can be seen in Figure 5.7 that for both h-refinement and p-refinement, the error decreases
on a log scale. While the error is still converging, it can be seen from the decrease in gradient
in both graphs, that it will converge.
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Figure 5.7 L2 error of h, p-refinement.
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Chapter 6
Two Dimensional Non-Linear IGA
Isogeometric analysis can be used to solve non-linear problems. The procedure will use the
Newton-Raphson Method to approximate a solution to a non-linear problem. To illustrate
this procedure, the minimal surface area of a soap bubble whose boundary is a wire frame
will be considered. This problem was chosen as the non-linearity comes into account with
the geometry and the degree of non-linearity can be varied.
6.1 Minimal Surface of a Soap Bubble
6.1.1 Strong Form
This problem is essentially a two-dimensional scalar problem that needs to be solved iter-
atively until the solution converges. Minimal surfaces have a mean curvature of zero and







where u is the height of the soap bubble [9] with u = ū at the Dirichlet boundary, ΓD. The
bubble is defined over the domain of a unit square as
x ∈ [0, 1] (6.2)
y ∈ [0, 1] (6.3)
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and the boundary conditions of the domain are








)2) on Γy=0 (6.4)








)2) on Γy=1 (6.5)
u(x, y) = 0 on Γx=0 (6.6)
u(x, y) = 0 on Γx=1 (6.7)
where the non-linearity can be varied by changing the value of A, to be any positive integer.
A = 1 makes the problem the least non-linear.
6.1.2 Weak Form
The weak form of equation (6.1) is obtained by multiplying the equation by an weighting
function, ν(x, y) and integrating across the domain. ν(x, y) is an arbitrary function with








dΩ = 0 ∀ν . (6.8)
















dΩ = 0 ∀ν (6.9)
is obtained. On the Dirichlet boundary, ν=0. Because every boundary condition is a
Dirichlet boundary condition and there is no Neumann condition in this problem, the first
term in the equation above falls away.
Functions u(x, y) and ν(x, y), as well as their first derivatives are square integrable. Fur-
thermore, the solution and the arbitrary test functions are assumed to satisfy the Dirichlet
boundary conditions. The space of functions satisfying these conditions is denoted by
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V0 = {ν |
∫
Ω
[ν(x, y)]2 dΩ <∞,∫
Ω
[ν ′(x, y)]2 dΩ <∞, ν(ΓD) = 0} . (6.10)
V = {u |
∫
Ω
[u(x, y)]2 dΩ <∞,∫
Ω
[u′(x, y)]2 dΩ <∞, u(ΓD) = ū} . (6.11)
where ū is the specified boundary conditions.









dΩ = 0 ∀ν ∈ V0 . (6.12)
6.1.3 Galerkin Form

































Each of these definitions can be represented by approximations in the form of shape function
and derivative shape function arrays and their respective control points.
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ν = Rv = vTRT (6.17)
(∇ν)T = Bv = vTBT (6.18)
u(x, y) = Rd (6.19)
(∇u)T = Bd (6.20)
where R and B are the shape function and derivative shape function arrays respectively
and are the same arrays described in equations (4.16) and (4.17) as
R = [Rp,q1,1(ξ, η), R
p,q




1,2(ξ, η), . . . ,
Rp,qp+1,2(ξ, η), . . . , R
p,q


















These NURBS approximations can now be substituted into the weak form, equation (6.8),









dΩ = 0 ∀ν . (6.21)














From the equation above, it can be seen that the stiffness matrix, K is a function of the
control point heights, d. Therefore, equation (6.22) needs to be approximated iteratively
which will be discussed in the following Section 6.1.4.
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6.1.4 Residual Problem and Newton-Raphson Method
In order to approximate equation (6.22), the Newton-Raphson method is used. This is
done by minimizing the residual, which is defined as
G(d) = K(d)− f . (6.23)
In this case, f is equal to zero and therefore the residual can be written as
G(d) = K(d) . (6.24)
After obtaining the residual, the Newton-Raphson method can be applied. This can be
done by the following steps:
1. Guess a value for d0 which should satisfy all boundary conditions. In this case, two









2. Calculate the residual, using the initial guess, d0:
G(d0) = K(d0) (6.26)
3. Now linearize the residual with respect to the initial guess:
L[G(d)]|d=d0 = G(d0) +
δG
δd
|d0 · u (6.27)
Where δG
δd
can be calculated as follows:
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5. The next approximation of the surface height control point vector, d1, can be calcu-
lated with equation (6.32):
d1 = d0 + αu (6.32)
6. A newG(d1) is evaluated, using the new surface heights d0. ThisG(d1) is normalized
(using only the free degrees of freedom) to get the normalized residual. If this residual
is greater than the tolerance, return to step 2 to calculate the next guess for surface
heights. If it is less than the tolerance, use the most recent approximation of the
surface height control point vector as the solution.
The α in point 5 above is a damping factor to reduce the aggression of the iteration scheme
and makes it more possible to approximate highly non-linear problems. α = 1 means that
no damping is implemented, α is then reduced heuristically to find the optimum damping
factor to approximate highly non-linear problems.
6.1.5 Implementation
The preprocessing stage of solving the minimal surfaces problem follows the same steps to
the two-dimensional scalar problem described in Section 4.1.4. The same refinement, prob-
lem variables, NURBS definitions and boundary condition steps are followed. In addition
to these steps, an initial guess, d0 is chosen that satisfies the boundary conditions and is










A complication of this problem is that two of the boundary conditions are represented
by a inhomogeneous equation. To obtain the control points that represent this Dirichlet
boundary condition exactly, the control point values need to be calculated by using the
technique in Section 2.5.1.4, by matching the control points to the polynomial boundary
condition function.
The main loops of the Newton-Raphson method, to obtain an approximation for d, are
described in Algorithm 10. The tolerance of the error, Gn is 1−6 for this problem.
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Algorithm 10 Newton-Raphson method for evaluating control points.
1: Initialize Gn>tol
2: while Gn>tol do
3: Initialize K and DG
4: for elM=1:el_totalM do
5: for elN=1:el_totalN do
6: el=el+1
7: Initialize Ke and DGe
8: for gp2, gp1 = 1 : #GaussPoints do
9: Compute D = 1√
1+dTasm(B
TB)dasm
10: Compute Ke = Ke + JξJξ̄wgp1wgp2B
TDB
11: Compute DGe
12: DGe = DGe + JξJξ̄wgp1wgp2(B
TDB− BT (D3)Bdasm(dTasmBTB))
13: end for
14: Assemble Kasm asm = Kasm asm +Ke
15: Assemble DGasm = DGasm +DGe
16: end for
17: end for
18: G = Kd
19: u = −DG−1G(d0)
20: d = d+ αu
21: Initialize K
22: for elM=1:el_totalM do
23: for elN=1:el_totalN do
24: el=el+1
25: Initialize Ke
26: for gp2, gp1 = 1 : #GaussPoints do
27: Compute D = 1√
1+dTasm(B
TB)dasm
28: Compute Ke = Ke + JξJξ̄wgp1wgp2B
TDB
29: end for
30: Assemble Kasm asm = Kasm asm +Ke
31: end for
32: end for
33: G = Kd
34: Gn = norm(Gn_F)
35: end while
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For each iteration, the convergence, Gn is plotted. The number of possible iteration loops
are also limited to prevent loops from running eternally if the error does not converge.
The NURBS vectors for the x, y-geometry is plotted as well as the NURBS vector for the
field variable, height. The soap bubble can then be plotted as in the results Section 6.1.6.
6.1.6 Results
The approximate solution to the minimal surface soap bubble problem is plotted below
with no refinement as a 2 × 1 mesh with p=q=2 with the boundary conditions having
minimal non-linearity, A=1.
Figure 6.1 Minimal surfaces soap bubble domain with no refinement, A=1.
The number of iterations before the error, Gn, is less than the tolerance (1−6), is shown in
Figure 6.2.
As can be seen from the previous two figures, even for a unrefined mesh, the convergence
of the rates are high and the problem can be solved accurately. The non-linearity of the
problem is increased so that A = 12. The problem takes slightly longer to converge, but
still yields accurate results in the end with no refinement necessary. The result of the plot
is seen in Figure 6.3. The convergence graph of the more non-linear problem is shown in
Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.2 Error convergence of Soap Bubbles problem with no refinement,
A=1.
Figure 6.3 Minimal surfaces soap bubble domain with no refinement,
A = 12.
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Figure 6.4 Error convergence of Soap Bubbles problem with no refinement,
A=12.
Interestingly, the convergence slows down when the refinement is increased. Figure 6.5
shows the convergence of the same non-linear problem (A = 12) as seen in Figure 6.3, but
with one level of h-refinement. The variations in the convergence in Figure 6.4 could be
artificial and due to the complexity that a variation in the order produces. It is suspected
that the variations would be smoothed out if damping is introduced.
p- and k-refinement does not work for highly non-linear meshes as the solution does not
converge. Problems that have A > 11 do not converge and cannot be approximated. The
convergence for a problem where A = 11 is shown in Figure 6.6 which has been p-refined
to have orders in both direction equal to three.
A damping factor (α) was introduced in Section 6.1.5. Damping is generally used when a
problem does not converge to reduce the aggression of the next approximation, however
it was not needed in this work. If the problems were to fail and not converge, it could be
used.
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Figure 6.5 Error convergence of Soap Bubbles problem with one level of
h-refinement, A=12.




IGA for Non-Trivial Geometries
7.1 Getting Geometries out of Rhino
Modeling - here and elsewhere is done more naturally in 3D modeling software, than by
creating geometry from control points and weights. It is therefore useful to be able to
extract the NURBS data from 3D modeling software, such as Rhino 3D, to then be used
in the in-house code for analysis. An example of a surface extraction from Rhino 3D is
shown in this section. A Python script is used to select and extract the NURBS data.
The Python script below is an adaptation of the curve extraction code in [10] to extract
NURBS surfaces.
import Rhino
import System . Guid
import s c r i p t c on t e x t
import rh i no s c r i p t s yn t ax as r s
curve=r s . GetObject (" S e l e c t Sur face " , r s . f i l t e r . s u r f a c e )
p r i n t ’NURBS Data ’
i f r s . I s Su r f a c e ( curve ) :
po in t s = r s . Sur facePo int s ( curve )
weights = r s . SurfaceWeights ( curve )
knots = r s . SurfaceKnots ( curve )
p r i n t po in t s
p r i n t weights
p r i n t knots
p r i n t ’Done ’
To extract the surface data, run the Python script and when prompted, select the surface
that is required. Press enter and the NURBS data should be displayed in the Python
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terminal. Some tidying will be required to get the points in the correct order in a matrix
and exclude the text. The final lines contain the knot vectors. The first and last entries
of each knot vector will need to be repeated to obtain the correct multiplicities at the end
knot values to obtain a open knot vector.
The following figures show a NURBS surface drawn in Rhino 3D and the corresponding
surface, drawn in the in-house code. For details of implementation, case 3 of the NURBS_2D
file in the digital submission of this dissertation shows how the following surface was im-
plemented.
Figure 7.1 Surface generated in Rhino 3D.





This section presents suggestions for improving the approaches adopted in this work, and
on extending the study.
With regards to the in-house code, it would be useful to store the control point coordinates
as objects in the control point array in MATLAB instead of each coordinate in a point being
a different entry in the general control point array. This would allow the code to be used
in a more modular way that allows the points to be in a one-, two- or three-dimensional
space.
The code is currently set up in a simple and easy to understand way, however, it is not
optimized for speed. One of the ways in which it can be optimized is by performing
vectorized operations with the basis functions, instead of multiplying individual entries
in for-loops. Once the speed of the code is made more efficient, it can be compared to
in-house traditional FEM codes in terms of speed and computational efficiency. It would
also be convenient for the code to automatically detect the direction of Neumann boundary
conditions and adjust the code accordingly.
There are numerous directions in which the investigation reported here could be extended.
The first option is to further the research done in extracting geometry from 3D modeling
software such as Rhino 3D. Initial progress was made in extracting NURBS data of simple
curves and surfaces from Rhino 3D as seen in Section 7.1, but extracting more complex
surfaces, such as poly-surfaces, would require additional work. For example, Rhino 3D
draws a quarter of a plate with a centrally located hole as seen in Figure 2.4b, as a
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poly-surface as a square and a quarter circle. Once this data is extracted, it needs to
be implemented into the IGA code. Exploratory work was done in stitching two surfaces
together for a simple traction problem using a penalty method similar to equation (5.30),
but this did not prove successful. [1, p. 60] suggests a method that can be used to stitch
multiple surfaces together. Using the NURBS data extracted from Rhino, a multi-surface
code would be useful in analyzing more complex problems.
In terms of increasing the range of problems that can be solved with this in-house code,
three-dimensional solids should be considered. While creating the NURBS solids and
performing basic analysis on the structure would be useful, it should be noted that most
3D modeling software represents solids using multiple surfaces. It would therefore be useful
to convert these multi-surface solids from 3D modeling software into solid NURBS bodies
that can be used in the in-house code.
A further direction in which to extend the study would be through the exploration of more
complex non-linear problems. The non-linear problem shown in Section 6.1 introduces the
approximation of solving non-linear problems in IGA and shows the fundamentals, but
more complex problems such as those involving large deformations could be considered.
8.2 Summary and Conclusions
This dissertation focused on developing an in-house isogeometric analysis (IGA) code that
could be used to approximate a range of problems. The project started by introducing
the concept of B-splines and then NURBS (non-uniform rational B-splines), that form
the additional knowledge required for IGA, above that required for traditional FEM. Key
features of NURBS were discussed, including how to implement the mathematics and create
NURBS curves, surfaces and solids. Refinement was discussed in this section, which forms
the basis of refinement for IGA.
In the next chapter, the fundamentals and implementation of IGA were presented with two
one-dimensional problems. The solution to a Poisson equation was approximated in order
to introduce the framework of an IGA code. A one-dimensional radial heat conduction
problem was approximated in order to demonstrate how Neumann boundary conditions
are applied, for a one-dimensional problem.
The same radial heat conduction problem was then used to introduce two-dimensional
scalar problems. The fundamentals of the analysis were introduced and the results com-
pared to the analytical solution. In order to demonstrate how complex boundary conditions
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are introduced, a heat conduction problem is approximated for a domain of a plate with
a centrally located hole. This geometry introduces many intricacies of applying both the
Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions. One of the key successes of this project is
the detail in which the boundary condition applications have been explained, which was
not found in depth in any of the literature.
A two-dimensional linear elasticity problem was used to demonstrate the implementation
of a two-dimensional vector-valued problem. The application of boundary conditions was
also discussed in depth.
A minimal surfaces problem was used to demonstrate a simple geometric non-linear prob-
lem. While demonstrating the ability of IGA to approximate non-linear problems, this
problem also showed how to apply inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The final chapter dealt with how to extract geometries from Rhino 3D, a 3D modeling
software, using a Python script. This chapter serves as an introduction to what would be
possible for continuing this project.
While no novel work was carried out in this dissertation, the detail in which implementation
was discussed is hoped to be useful to future researchers wishing to learn the fundamentals
and implementation of IGA. The digital submission of this project includes the code that
was developed for this dissertation, as well as a readme file on how to use the code.
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This dissertation draws on works from [1], [4] and [5], which expectedly all use their own
notation. This section aims on clarifying the notation used in this dissertation and settle
on a common naming convention. First, the symbols are clarified, after which the basis
function and tensor notation will be explained. Because this dissertation does not work
with 3D NURBS, it will not be extended to in this explanation, however, where it is
mentioned, the notation will be explained.
A.1 Symbols
NURBSs and B-splines describes geometric structures, such as curves, surfaces or solids.
Each of these structures respectively relate to a one-, two- or three-dimensional parametric
shape. These geometric structures can be described in a one-, two- or three-dimensional
physical space. This dissertation does not deal with solids, however it does deal with curves






ξ, η xi,eta Parametric co-
ordinates
Corresponds to coordinates in different direc-





Points in the isoparametric domain running from
-1 to 1 in each direction. The Gauss points exist
in this domain.
Ξ,H Xi,Eta Knot vectors Knot vectors indicating element boundaries in
respective directions in the parametric domain.
p, q p,q Order of basis
functions
Order of basis functions in respective ξ and η
directions.
n,m n,m Number of ba-
sis functions
Number of basis functions in each direction
across domain which corresponds to the number
of control points in each direction.
Pijk/Qijk P,Q Control Points Control points are points in the physical space
that map the parametric domain to the physi-
cal domain to give a curve (1D parametric do-
main) with notation Pi, surface (2D parametric
domain) with notation Pij or solid (3D paramet-
ric domain) with notation Pijk in 1D space, 2D
space, 3D space. Q is used when new control
points are being calculated in refinement. P /Q
refers to the whole array of control points, not
just single entries.
wijk w Weights These are the weights associated with each con-
trol point. Each weight corresponds to a control
point. w refers to the whole array of control
points, not just single entries.
Pwijkl P_w Projected con-
trol points
Each entry of Pijk is multiplied by its associated
weight (wijk), with the final column being the
actual weight. Pw/Qw refers to the whole array
of control points, not just single entries.
Jξ JXi/JEta Parametric Ja-
cobian






Jacobian to convert the isoparametric space to
the parametric space.




The following notation helps distinguish B-spline basis functions from NURBS basis func-
tions. Both basis functions are recursive and NURBS basis functions are themselves func-
tions of B-spline basis functions, as well as the control point weights. NURBS basis func-
tions collapse to B-spline basis functions when all the weights are equal.












1, if ξi ≥ ξ > ξi+1
0, otherwise.
(A.2)
Because there is no exponentiation in B-splines, NURBS and IGA, the superscript of N will
refer to the order used to calculate the basis function. The N refers to the B-spline basis
function. NURBS basis functions will be denoted by R. The i in the subscript refers to
the shape function number which can range from 1 to n in ξ direction. For any subsequent
directions, when creating a surface, the following notation will be used: j refers to the
shape function number which can range from 1 to a maximum of m in the η direction.
Similarly, q would respond to the order of the basis functions. The order of basis functions
(p,q), the number of basis functions (n,m) and the knot vectors (Ξ,H ) can therefore be
different in different parametric directions (ξ, η). The basis functions in the η direction can
then be defined as:
N qj (η) =
η − ηj
ηj+q − ηj
N q−1j (η) +
ηj+q+1 − η
ηj+q+1 − ηj+1
N q−1j+1 (η) (A.3)
where when q=0:
N q=0i (η) =
{
1, if ηj ≥ η > ηj+1
0, otherwise.
(A.4)





where N is used to represent B-spline basis functions.
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The NURBS basis functions are defined below in (A.6) and (A.7). Where the symbol N









Npj (ξ)wj . (A.7)
Basis functions in two-dimensional NURBS is a product of the two basis functions in each
direction. The bivariate basis function is defined as














Quantities comprised of multiple components such as tensors, vectors, matrices and arrays
are described using bold font (eg. R). Each individual scalar component in the tensor,
vector, matrix or array is denoted by the same letter, but in a non-bold font (eg. Rij) with
subscripts to indicate the position in the tensor, vector, matrix or array. The exception to
this rule is that Pi, Pij and Pijk is still written in bold as it refers to a coordinate space
and not a scalar value. Although Pi is a scalar value, it was still decided to use a bold font
for a single entry.
Tensors, vectors, matrices and arrays will also always be denoted by a sans-serif font, while
a serif font is reserved for basis functions. For example, the shape function array R is made
up on basis functions Rpi (ξ). For a one dimensional NURBS curve, the shape function
array is defined as





When dealing with higher order structures, the superscripts sca and vec are used to indicate
scalar or vector field values. For a two dimensional NURBS surface, the scalar valued shape
function array is defined as
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Rsca = [Rp,q1,1(ξ, η), R
p,q




1,2(ξ, η), . . . ,
Rp,qp+1,2(ξ, η), . . . , R
p,q
1,q+1(ξ, η), . . . , R
p,q
p+1,q+1(ξ, η)] .
It is important to note that Rsca is a first order tensor (aka. same shape as a vector), not a
matrix. Each component in Rsca is associated to a particular elemental control point. The
components of Rsca will be used in future equations. Either of the above can be written
in index notation as seen in (A.10). For the one dimensional NURBS equation, j = 0 and





i,j (ξ, η) . (A.10)
For a two dimensional NURBS curve, the vector valued shape function array (where the
field parameter a vector, eg. displacement in x and y) is made up of components in equation
(4.16) and is defined as follows:
Rvec =
[
Rsca1 , 0, R
sca
2 , 0, R
sca
3 , 0, . . . R
sca
(p+1)(q+1), 0
0, Rsca1 , 0, R
sca
2 , 0, R
sca





The next important matrix to introduce is the B matrix. The B matrix is the matrix
of derivatives of the shape functions. In one dimensional NURBS curve, the B matrix is

























The B matrix for two dimensional NURBS surfaces for vector value problems is defined
Bvec =
















While B-splines can create a large range of geometries, they struggle to create conic shapes.
It is however possible to create NURBS curves in Rd by projecting a B-spline curve in Rd+1
onto a plane. Recall from page 12 that the projective NURBS weights are made up of the
NURBS control points and weights as
P wi = [Piwi, wi] .
where P are the Rd control points, with the weights, w as the d+1 dimension. A projective







In order to get a NURBS curve, C(ξ), the above projective curve, Cw(ξ), is projected
onto a plane, w=1, where w is the d+1 dimension. This is done by solving for a weighting
function, W , so that
Cw(ξ)W = C(ξ) . (B.1)







holds, the curves Cw(ξ) and C(ξ) are separated into their different dimensions, assuming















































in order for the d+1 entry of C(ξ) to equal 1.
Therefore, the NURBS curve can be calculated using the B-spline basis functions, along
with the NURBS control points and weights. Rearrange equation (B.3) to get the NURBS










The projection of control points can be explained more visually in Figure B.1 below. If
a NURBS circle of unit radius, C(ξ) is described on the w=1 plane as seen below, the
projected B-spline curve, Cw(ξ), also exists. The projected curve is scaled by a magnitude
of three. This is done to visualize the curve better, as well as prove that the projected
curve can be scaled by any amount without affected the NURBS curve. This property is
also shown mathematically. If the NURBS weights are scaled by constant, γ, and because
γ is multiplied by every entry in the sum in the denominator, it can be taken out of the




















Pi = C(ξ) .
The projective B-spline curve is therefore projected on to the w=1 plane through lines
from the projective curve through the origin as seen in Figure B.1.
The projected control points, P w are used in NURBS refinement. This is the level of









Figure B.1 Rd+1 B-spline curve, Cw(ξ), transformed projectively to a Rd





List of all codes in the order of complexity. The list starts with the simplest code progressing
towards more complex codes.
Code Name Code Description Features
NURBS_1D.m One dimensional NURBS curve
code for various different shapes,
in different physical dimensions.
To illustrate how to draw a one
dimensional NURBS curve in
any physical space.
NURBS_2D.m Two dimensional NURBS curve
code for various different shapes,
in different physical dimensions.
To illustrate how to draw a two
dimensional NURBS curve in
any physical space.
IGA_1D_Nguyen.m One dimensional scalar IGA
code, solving the differential
equation in the Nguyen paper.
Simple 1D problem used to com-




One dimensional scalar IGA
code, solving a radial heat prob-
lem.
Used to compare 1D and 2D ra-
dial temperature problems and
verify results.
IGA_1D_AdvecDiff.m
One dimensional scalar IGA
code, solving an advection-
diffusion problem.
Used to examine the effects of
refinement and the stability of




One dimensional scalar IGA
code, solving a steep gradient
problem.
Used to illustrate the effect of p-
refinement and compare answers





Two dimensional scalar IGA
code, solving a generic 2D scalar
differential equation for a simple
domain.
A simple 2D scalar code, used
to get the basics correct before





IGA code, solving a radial
heat problem. The same
problem is solved in the
IGA_1D_RadialTemperature.m
code.
Used to verify resutls, compared
to the 1D version. Also used
to solve a simple temperature
problem over a simple domain.




Two dimensional scalar IGA
code, solving a temperature
problem over a complex "Hole
in Plate" domain.
Used to compare results against
a traditional FEM code of the
same problem and solve a 2D
scalar problem over a complex
domain. Illustrates the effect of
h- and p-refinement.
IGA_2D_Vector.m Two dimensional vector IGA
code, solving a generic 2D vector
differential equation for a simple
domain.
A simple 2D vector code, used
to get the basic concepts of 2D
vector working before moving on
to more complex geometries and
problems. This code illustrates
how to account for different trac-
tion direction of different edges




Two dimensional vector IGA
code, solving a displacement
problem over a complex "Hole
in Plate" domain.
A more complex linear elasticity
code, used to verify results and




Two dimensional vector IGA
code, solving a standard Cook
Membrane displacement prob-
lem.




Two dimensional scalar IGA
code, solving a non-linear min-
imal surfaces problem, using
Newton Raphson method.
To illustrate that IGA can also
be used for non-linear problems





Function files in alphabetical order.
Code Name Code Description
basis_function_B.m Function that calculates the given B-spline basis func-
tion.
basis_function_deriv_B.m Function that calculates the derivative of a given B-
spline basis function.
basis_function_deriv_R.m Function that calculates the derivative of a given
NURBS basis function.
basis_function_R.m Function that calculates the NURBS basis function.
create_NURBS_1Dsca.m Function that creates a one dimensional NURBS curve
from a given control polygon in 1D, 2D or 3D space.
create_NURBS_2Dsca.m Function that creates a two dimensional NURBS (scalar
or vector) surface from a given control polygon in2D or
3D space.
gaussQuad.m Outputs the required Gauss points and weights for a
selected quadrature order.
hrefinement.m Performs h-refinement on 1D NURBS curve.
hrefinementEta.m Performs h-refinement on 2D NURBS surface in the Eta
direction.
hrefinementXi.m Performs h-refinement on 2D NURBS surface in the Xi
direction.
krefinement1D.m Performs k-refinement on 1D NURBS curve.
krefinement2D.m Performs k-refinement on 2D NURBS surface.
prefinement1D.m Performs p-refinement on 1D NURBS curve.
prefinement2D.m Performs p-refinement on 2D NURBS surface.
xi_plot.m Gives plotting points for the 1D control points so that it
looks good when plotted with the NURBS curve. Holds





D.1 One-Dimensional Heat Conduction Code
1 %%1D IGA Radial Temperature code
2 %%Heidi Burger
3 clear all
4 % close all
5
6 %% Notes
7 % This code is the same as the 2D temperature code. It is a 2D dimensional





13 refinementlevel = 0; %h−refinement level
14 p_target = 3; %Target basis function order
15 refinementType = 0; %refinementType=0 for no order refinement
16 %refinementType=1 for p−refinement
17 %refinementType=2 for k−refinement
18
19 %Problem Boundaries
20 xs = 1; %Domain start value
21 xe = 4; %Domain end value
22 source = @(x) −10; %Source equation
23 k = 10; %Conductance
24 flux = 0; %Flux at Neumann condition
25 funcExact = @(x) (xs^2/2)*(source(x)/k)*log(x)+xe.^2/4*source(x)/k−xs.^2/2*source(x)/k*log(xe)−x.^2/4*source
(x)/k; %Exact Solutioin for a outer edge temperature of 0.
26
27 %NURBS Variables










36 Xi=[xi_s_vec middleXi xi_e_vec]; %Knot vector
37
38 n=length(Xi)−p−1; %Number of basis functions across domain and number of control points
39 P = [xs xs+(xe−xs)*linspace(1/(p*el_num),(p*el_num−1)/(p*el_num),n−2) xe]'; %Control points
40 w = [ 1 1 1 1]'; %Control point weights
41
42 %Plotting Variables
43 ppoints = 50; %Number of plotting points
44 a = min(Xi); %Lower bound of Xi−vector
45 b = max(Xi); %Upper bound of Xi−vector
46 xi_vec = linspace(a,b,ppoints); %Parametric vector for curve





52 %p− or k−refinement
53 if refinementType==1
54 [p,Xi,n,P,w] = prefinement1D(p,p_target,Xi,n,P,w);
55 else
56 if refinementType==2











68 %% Boundary Conditions
69 %Essential (dirichlet) nodes
70 n_E = [n]; %Essential degrees of freedom (dofs)
71 d_E = [0]'; %Dirichet conditions
72 %Free nodes
73 n_F = linspace(1,n,n);
74 n_F(n_E) = []; %Free dofs
75 %Neumann nodes





80 K=zeros(n); %Initialise K





86 sz = length(asm); %Number of basis functions in element




89 K_e = zeros(sz); %Initialise elemental K
90 F_e = zeros(sz,1); %Initialise elemental F
91 F_eN= 0; %Initialise elemental flux contribution F




96 xi = 0.5*( (Xi(i+1)−Xi(i))*Xi_bar(gp) + Xi(i+1) + Xi(i) ); %Parametric domain
97
98 R_dXi = zeros(1,sz); %Derivative of Basis Functions Matrix
99 R = zeros(1,sz); %Basis Functions Matrix
100 for nr=1:sz
101 I = nr+el−1;
102 R_dXi(nr) = basis_function_deriv_R(p,Xi,I,n,xi,w);
103 R(nr) = basis_function_R(p,Xi,I,n,xi,w);
104 end
105
106 JXi = (R_dXi*x); %Parametric jacobian
107 JXi_bar = 0.5*(Xi(i+1)−Xi(i)); %Isoparametric jacobian
108 B = JXi\R_dXi'; %Derivatives of basis functions wrt x
109
110 x_source = create_NURBS_1Dsca(p,Xi,n,xi,w,P); %Coordinate for Gauss point in physical
domain to be able to calculate the source.
111
112 K_e = K_e + JXi*JXi_bar*w_gp(gp)*k*x_source*(B*B');




117 K(asm,asm) = K(asm,asm) + K_e;
118 F(asm) = F(asm) + F_e;
119
120 %Neumann Contribution.
121 if el==1 %Flux occurs on firstt element.
122 sz = length(asm);
123 x = P(asm); %Control points for element
124 for gp=1:length(Xi_bar)
125
126 xi = 0.5*[(Xi(i+1)−Xi(i))*Xi_bar(gp) + Xi(i+1) + Xi(i)]; %Parametric domain
127
128 R_dXi = zeros(1,sz); %Derivative of Basis Functions Matrix
129 R = zeros(1,sz); %Basis Functions Matrix
130 for nr=1:sz
131 I = nr+el−1;
132 R_dXi(nr) = basis_function_deriv_R(p,Xi,I,n,xi,w);
133 R(nr) = basis_function_R(p,Xi,I,n,xi,w);
134 end
135
136 JXi = (R_dXi*x); %Parametric jacobian
137 JXi_bar = 0.5*(Xi(i+1)−Xi(i)); %Isoparametric jacobian
138
139 x_source = create_NURBS_1Dsca(p,Xi,n,xi,w,P); %Coordinate for Gauss point in physical
domain if flux is a function of the spatial position.
140














153 F_E = F(n_E);
154 F_F = F(n_F);
155
156 d_F=K_F\(F_F−K_EF'*d_E); %Solve for unknown d nodes
157 d=zeros(n,1);
158 d(n_E)=d_E;
159 d(n_F)=d_F; %Control polygon for field variables
160
161 %% Post Processing
162 %Draw field value NURBS vector
163 c_vec = create_NURBS_1Dsca(p,Xi,n,xi_vec,w,d);
164 %Draw spatial NURBS vector





170 % hold on
171 % plot(x_vec,funcExact(x_vec),'k−−','LineWidth',2)
172 % plot(P,d,'ro−')
173 % hold off
174 % title('IGA Temperature Solution')
175 % xlabel('Radial Direction')
176 % ylabel('Temperature')
177 % legend('IGA Solution','Exact Solution','Field Variable Control Polygon','Location','southoutside','
Orientation','horizontal')







185 title('IGA Temperature Solution')
186 xlabel('Radial Direction')
187 ylabel('Temperature')
188 legend('IGA Solution','Exact Solution','Field Variable Control Polygon')










197 % axis([1 4 −1.5e−3 1.5e−3])
198
199







207 sz = length(asm); %Number of basis functions in element
208 x = P(asm); %Control points for element
209




214 xi = 0.5*( (Xi(i+1)−Xi(i))*Xi_bar(gp) + Xi(i+1) + Xi(i) ); %Parametric domain
215
216 R_dXi = zeros(1,sz); %Derivative of Basis Functions Matrix
217 R = zeros(1,sz); %Basis Functions Matrix
218 for nr=1:sz
219 I = nr+el−1;
220 R_dXi(nr) = basis_function_deriv_R(p,Xi,I,n,xi,w);
221 R(nr) = basis_function_R(p,Xi,I,n,xi,w);
222 end
223
224 JXi = (R_dXi*x); %Parametric jacobian
225 JXi_bar = 0.5*(Xi(i+1)−Xi(i)); %Isoparametric jacobian
226 B = JXi\R_dXi'; %Derivatives of basis functions wrt x
227
228 x_source = create_NURBS_1Dsca(p,Xi,n,xi,w,P); %Coordinate for Gauss point in physical
domain to be able to calculate the source.
229 uex= funcExact(x_source);
230 uh = create_NURBS_1Dsca(p,Xi,n,xi,w,d);
231





D.2 Two-Dimensional Heat Conduction Code
1 %%2D IGA Hole in Plate Temperature code
2 %%Heidi Burger
3 clear all
4 % close all
5
6 %% Notes
7 % There are also different refinement options. Change "refinementlevel"
8 % for h−refinement and set the p_target, q_target and choose refinementType
9 % for p−refinement.
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15 refinementlevel = 0; %h−refinement level
16 p_target = 3; %Target basis function order for the Xi direction
17 q_target = 3; %Target basis function order for the Eta direction
18 refinementType = 0; %refinementType=0 for no order refinement
19 %refinementType=1 for p−refinement
20
21 %Problem Boundaries
22 inner_radius = 1; %Radial start value
23 outer_edge = 4; %Edge end value
24 k = 1 ; %Conductance (W/m^2/K)
25 D=[k 0;0 k];
26 source=@(x,y) k*(2.*inner_radius./sqrt(x.^2+y.^2)−4); %Source term
27
28 flux=@(x,y) k*2*outer_edge.*(inner_radius./sqrt(x.^2+y.^2)−1); %Flux function
29 analytical=@(x,y) x.^2 +y.^2 −2.*inner_radius.*sqrt(x.^2+y.^2) +inner_radius.^2;
30
31 %NURBS Variables
32 p = 2;
33 q = 2;
34 xi_s = 0;
35 xi_e = 1;
36 eta_s = 0;
37 eta_e = 1;
38 xs_vec = ones(1,p)*xi_s;
39 ys_vec = ones(1,q)*eta_s;
40 xe_vec = ones(1,p)*xi_e;
41 ye_vec = ones(1,q)*eta_e;
42 Xi = [xs_vec linspace(xi_s,xi_e,3) xe_vec]; %Knot Vector in Xi direction
43 Eta = [ys_vec linspace(eta_s,eta_e,2) ye_vec]; %Knot Vector in Eta direction
44
45 n = length(Xi)−p−1; %Number of basis functions for Xi
46 m = length(Eta)−q−1; %Number of basis functions for EtaD
47
48 P=[−inner_radius 0, −((outer_edge−inner_radius)/2+inner_radius) 0, −outer_edge 0
49 −inner_radius inner_radius*(sqrt(2)−1), −((outer_edge−inner_radius)/2+inner_radius) inner_radius
*0.75, −outer_edge outer_edge
50 −inner_radius*(sqrt(2)−1) inner_radius, −inner_radius*0.75 ((outer_edge−inner_radius)/2+inner_radius
), −outer_edge outer_edge
51 0 inner_radius, 0 ((outer_edge−inner_radius)/2+inner_radius), 0 outer_edge];
52
53 w=[ 1 1 1
54 (1+1/sqrt(2))/2 1 1
55 (1+1/sqrt(2))/2 1 1
56 1 1 1];
57 dim = 2;
58
59 %Plotting Variables
60 ppoints = 100; %Number of plotting points
61 a = min(Xi); %Lower bound of Xi−vector
62 b = max(Xi); %Upper bound of Xi−vector
63 aa = min(Eta); %Lower bound of Eta−vector
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64 bb = max(Eta); %Upper bound of Eta−vector
65 xi_vec = linspace(a,b,ppoints); %Parametric vector for curve in Xi direction
66 eta_vec = linspace(aa,bb,ppoints); %Parametric vector for curve in Eta direction






73 end % End of refine=refinementlevels loop
74 for refine=1:refinementlevel
75 [Xi,n,P,w]=hrefinementXi(p,Xi,n,m,P,w,dim);
76 end % End of refine=refinementlevels loop
77
78 %p−refinement











90 %% Code Preperation
91 Pvec=zeros(n*m,dim);





97 nn = n*m; %Total number of nodes in the domain
98 el_numN = n−p; %Total number of elements in the xi−direction
99 el_numM = m−q; %Total number of elements in the eta−direction






















120 %% Boundary Conditions











132 n_F = linspace(1,nn,nn);
133 n_F(n_E) = []; %Free dofs
134 %Neumann nodes













148 K=zeros(nn,nn); %Initialise global stiffness matrix
149 F=zeros(nn,1); %Initialise global force matrix
150 F_flux=zeros(nn,1); %Initialise global flux foce matrix
151 d=zeros(nn,1); %Initialise global displacement matrix
152 szN=p+1; %Number of basis functions in element in xi direction
153 szM=q+1; %Number of basis functions in element in eta direction




158 for elM=1:el_numM %eta direction elemental loop
159 for elN=1:el_numN %xi direction elemental loop
160 el=el+1; %Global element number
161 asm=NODE(el,:); %Elemental connectivity matrix
162
163 x=Pvec(asm,1); %x control points associated with element
164 y=Pvec(asm,2); %y control points associated with element
165
166 K_e=zeros(szN*szM); %Initialise elemental stiffness matrix
167 F_e=zeros(szN*szM,1); %Initialise elemental source force matrix
168 F_eN=zeros(szN,1); %Initialise elemental flux force matrix
169 i=elN+p; %Knot span selector in xi direction. Selects first and second (i+1) knot
of element
170 j=elM+q; %Knot span selector in eta direction. Selects first and second (i+1)
knot of element
171
172 for gp2=1:length(Eta_bar) %Second Gauss Quadrature loop




175 xi = 0.5*((Xi(i+1)−Xi(i))*Xi_bar(gp1) + Xi(i+1) + Xi(i)); %Parametric value of
Gauss point (xi direction)
176 eta = 0.5*((Eta(j+1)−Eta(j))*Eta_bar(gp2) + Eta(j+1) + Eta(j)); %Parametric value of
Gauss point (eta direction)
177
178 N=zeros(1,szN*szM); %Elemental basis function matrix for xi direction
179 N_dXi=zeros(1,szN*szM); %Elemental basis function derivative matrix for xi direction
180 count=0;
181 for nr0=0:szM−1
182 wselect=n*nr0+(elM−1)*n+(1:n); %Selects the associated row or column of weights to use




186 I = nr+elN−1; %Shape function number in Xi direction, not global, eg. 1:3
187 % N(szM*nr0+nr)=basis_functR(p,Xi,I,n,xi,wvec(wselect,1)); %Shape function number
in elemental coords, eg. 1:9 and 4:12
188 % N_dXi(szM*nr0+nr)=basis_funct_derivR(p,Xi,I,n,xi,wvec(wselect,1));
189 N(count)=basis_function_R(p,Xi,I,n,xi,wvec(wselect,1)); %Shape function number in





194 M=zeros(1,szN*szM); %Elemental basis function matrix for eta direction




198 I = nr+elM−1;
199 for nr0=0:szN−1
200 count=count+1;













212 R=zeros(size(asm)); %Vector of basis function products
213 dR_dXi=zeros(size(asm)); %Derivative of basis function product vector wrt to xi










222 JXi=[dR_dXi*x, dR_dEta*x; %Parametric Jacobian
223 dR_dXi*y, dR_dEta*y];
224 JXi_bar=0.25*(Xi(i+1)−Xi(i))*(Eta(j+1)−Eta(j)); %Isoparametric jacobian
225
226 B=([dR_dXi;dR_dEta]'/JXi)'; %Derivatives of basis functions wrt to x and
y
227
228 [c_source]=create_NURBS_2Dsca(p,q,Xi,Eta,n,m,xi,eta,w,Pvec); %Gauss points in
physical domain
229
230 K_e = K_e + JXi_bar*det(JXi)*w_gp(gp1)*w_gp(gp2)*(B'*D*B);






237 K(asm,asm) = K(asm,asm) + K_e;
238 F(asm) = F(asm) + F_e;
239
240 %%For the Flux term
241 if ismember(el,el_flux) %Sides on which flux term appears.% Or use: ismember(el,el_flux) %
elM==1
242 xx = Pvec(asm(n_flux_side),1); %Control points for element. (Similar to x and y above)
243 yy = Pvec(asm(n_flux_side),2); %Control points for element. (Similar to x and y above)
244 for gp=1:length(Xi_bar)
245
246 xi = 0.5*((Xi(i+1)−Xi(i))*Xi_bar(gp) + Xi(i+1) + Xi(i)); %Parametric domain
247 eta=1;
248
249 N_dEta = zeros(1,sz); %Derivative of Basis Functions Matrix
250 N = zeros(1,sz); %Basis Functions Matrix
251 for nr=1:sz
252 I = nr+elN−1;
253 wselect=nn−n+1:nn;
254 N(nr) = basis_function_R(p,Xi,I,n,xi,wvec(wselect));
255 N_dEta(nr) = basis_function_deriv_R(p,Xi,I,n,xi,wvec(wselect));
256 end
257
258 JEta = (N_dEta*xx); %Parametric jacobian
259 JEta_bar = 0.5*(Xi(i+1)−Xi(i)); %Isoparametric jacobian
260




265 F_eN = F_eN + JEta*JEta_bar*w_gp(gp)*flux(c_source(1),c_source(2))*N'; %Neumann

















280 F_E = F(n_E);
281 F_F = F(n_F);
282
283 d_F=K_F\(F_F−K_EF'*d_E); %Solve for unknown d nodes
284 d(n_E)=d_E;
285 d(n_F)=d_F; %Control polygon for field variables
286
287 %% Post Processing
288 %Create NURBS vector of spatial dimensions
289 c_vec = create_NURBS_2Dsca(p,q,Xi,Eta,n,m,xi_vec,eta_vec,w,Pvec);
290 c_flux_vec = create_NURBS_2Dsca(p,q,Xi,Eta,n,m,linspace(xi_s,xi_e,50),linspace(eta_s,eta_e,50),w,Pvec);
291 %Create NURBS vector of temperature distribution
292 temp_vec = create_NURBS_2Dsca(p,q,Xi,Eta,n,m,xi_vec,eta_vec,w,d);
293 %Create NURBS vector of temperature flux distribution






299 subplot(2,2,1) %IGA temperature plot across domain
300 scatter3(c_vec(:,1),c_vec(:,2),temp_vec,10,temp_vec,'filled')





306 set(gca, 'DataAspectRatio', [diff(get(gca, 'XLim')) diff(get(gca, 'YLim')) diff(get(gca, 'ZLim'))])
307









317 set(gca, 'DataAspectRatio', [diff(get(gca, 'XLim')) diff(get(gca, 'YLim')) diff(get(gca, 'ZLim'))])
318
319 error = −(temp_analytic_vec−temp_vec) ;
320 temp_mean=mean(temp_vec);
321









329 set(gca, 'DataAspectRatio', [diff(get(gca, 'XLim')) diff(get(gca, 'YLim')) diff(get(gca, 'ZLim'))])
330









339 set(gca, 'DataAspectRatio', [diff(get(gca, 'XLim')) diff(get(gca, 'YLim')) diff(get(gca, 'ZLim'))])
340
341 figure(2) %Temperature flux plot across domain
342 quiver(c_flux_vec(:,1),c_flux_vec(:,2),flux_vec(:,1),flux_vec(:,2),2)
343 axis equal





349 figure(3) %Temperature plot across domain with contour lines
350 xlin = linspace(min(c_vec(:,1)),max(c_vec(:,1)),200);
351 ylin = linspace(min(c_vec(:,2)),max(c_vec(:,2)),200);
352 [X,Y] = meshgrid(xlin,ylin);
353
354 Z = griddata(c_vec(:,1),c_vec(:,2),temp_vec,X,Y,'cubic');
355
356 s = surf(X,Y,Z);
357 s(1).EdgeColor = 'none';
358 view([0 90])











370 %Draw the hole for aesthetics
371 eta_circle_vec = 0;
372 [uuc_vec] = create_NURBS_2Dsca(p,q,Xi,Eta,n,m,xi_vec,eta_circle_vec,w,d);
373 [c_hole_vec] = create_NURBS_2Dsca(p,q,Xi,Eta,n,m,xi_vec,eta_circle_vec,w,Pvec);
374 hole=c_hole_vec;
375 hole = [hole; 0,0; hole(1,:)];
376
377 p1 = patch(hole(:,1),hole(:,2),max(temp_vec)*ones(size(hole,1),1),'w');
378 p1.EdgeColor = 'none';
379






















400 for elM=1:el_numM %eta direction elemental loop
401 for elN=1:el_numN %xi direction elemental loop
402 el=el+1; %Global element number
403 asm=NODE(el,:); %Elemental connectivity matrix
404
405 x=Pvec(asm,1); %x control points associated with element
406 y=Pvec(asm,2); %y control points associated with element
407
408 i=elN+p; %Knot span selector in xi direction. Selects first and second (i+1) knot
of element
409 j=elM+q; %Knot span selector in eta direction. Selects first and second (i+1)
knot of element
410
411 for gp2=1:length(Eta_bar) %Second Gauss Quadrature loop
412 for gp1=1:length(Xi_bar) %First Gauss Quadrature loop
413
414 xi = 0.5*((Xi(i+1)−Xi(i))*Xi_bar(gp1) + Xi(i+1) + Xi(i)); %Parametric value of
Gauss point (xi direction)
415 eta = 0.5*((Eta(j+1)−Eta(j))*Eta_bar(gp2) + Eta(j+1) + Eta(j)); %Parametric value of
Gauss point (eta direction)
416
417 N=zeros(1,szN*szM); %Elemental basis function matrix for xi direction
418 N_dXi=zeros(1,szN*szM); %Elemental basis function derivative matrix for xi direction
419 count=0;
420 for nr0=0:szM−1
421 wselect=n*nr0+(elM−1)*n+(1:n); %Selects the associated row or column of weights to use
with that control point.
422 for nr=1:szN
423 count=count+1;
424 I = nr+elN−1; %Shape function number in Xi direction, not global, eg. 1:3
425 N(count)=basis_function_R(p,Xi,I,n,xi,wvec(wselect,1)); %Shape function number in





430 M=zeros(1,szN*szM); %Elemental basis function matrix for eta direction






434 I = nr+elM−1;
435 for nr0=0:szN−1
436 count=count+1;













448 R=zeros(size(asm)); %Vector of basis function products
449 dR_dXi=zeros(size(asm)); %Derivative of basis function product vector wrt to xi








458 JXi=[dR_dXi*x, dR_dEta*x; %Parametric Jacobian
459 dR_dXi*y, dR_dEta*y];
460 JXi_bar=0.25*(Xi(i+1)−Xi(i))*(Eta(j+1)−Eta(j)); %Isoparametric jacobian
461
462 B=([dR_dXi;dR_dEta]'/JXi)'; %Derivatives of basis functions wrt to x and
y
463
464 [c_source]=create_NURBS_2Dsca(p,q,Xi,Eta,n,m,xi,eta,w,Pvec); %Gauss points in
physical domain
465 uex = analytical(c_source(1),c_source(2));
466 uh = create_NURBS_2Dsca(p,q,Xi,Eta,n,m,xi,eta,w,d);
467
468 L2error = L2error + JXi_bar*det(JXi)*w_gp(gp1)*w_gp(gp2)*((uex−uh).^2);
469
470 end
471 end
472 end
473 end
474 L2error
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